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This is the 51st Instalment in the Novella Series detailing the life and career of Detective 
Joseph Lind. 
 
His work took a back seat as he recuperated from major heart surgery and a decent clunk on 
the head as he fell and hit his head on the side of his desk as he suffered the major heart attack. 
 
Upon his return, his mojo was sadly lacking and it took his presence in the two concurrent 
Terrorist attacks in Sydney, the closure of his long-time friend Knacker’s death and the 
solving of the “The Three Bodies in the Bathtub” Case before he again found his enthusiasm 
for the job. 
 

 
SYNOPSIS 
 
It is said that we are all capable of murder given the right set of circumstances and chain of 
events. 
 
Lind and Shields are allocated what looks like a ‘standard’ Domestic Violence Homicide and 
Suicide Case. The ‘bread and butter’ of all Homicide Cops with Domestic Violence matters 
taking up over 80% of the workload of all State Police Forces Australia-wide. Is this Case so 
different from all the others? Yes, so it seems when close friends, near neighbours and an 
adamant daughter reject the allegations of the middle-aged man killing his wife of thirty-odd 
years of marriage then suiciding himself. 
 
A quartet of young, adventurous British tourists are preparing to bed down for the night at a 
Road-side Rest Area between Wilcannia and Broken Hill. Their night…their lives are 
shattered when a bloody spectre emerges from the darkness of the Desert, threatening to shoot 
them. 
 
Three weeks later, two of the four are found dead, suspected of taking their own lives. 
 
Is it because of that Terror at 9:00PM incident out in the middle of the Desert? 
 
What is the connection between the two Cases separated by several years? 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
‘It’s funny how things work out in life. Yer can get curved balls when yer least expect it’. He 
thought as he felt his body getting colder. 
 
He sensed his head go floppy, unable to have any control over its movement; not fighting the 
need to have his head sink further into the pillow. His thoughts too, became vague and 
disconnected. He couldn’t think straight or put two words together. All he knew was that he 
could not go on without his missus beside him. She had been there for all his life. Forty-odd 
years of marriage. Not a perfect marriage by a long shot, but better than a lot of others. He 
had always adored her and always forgave her few indiscretions throughout time. Anyone can 
make a mistake, he would always say, though there were many who would never find it in 
their heart to ever forgive so many of her ‘mistakes’ that he seemed to forget…to look 
past…but that was his choice to remain in the marriage. He knew she didn’t want to leave 
him…him and his old fuddy-duddy ways, she frustratingly always said…but she never left. 
She always came back. 
 
Nothing mattered without her. Life wasn’t worth living without her zest for love and living. 
 
‘I won’t know whether we beat the Poms in the latest Ashes duel. It really doesn’t matter, I 
suppose. They might have direct telecasts up there…up there? I have my doubts about that’. 
 
He thought he may have smiled at that…tittered at his own joke…he wasn’t too sure. 
 
He felt his body start to shiver uncontrollable, his bladder voiding. It did not seem to matter 
much to him anymore that he had wet the bed. He felt cold all over…he felt his brain fighting 
to remain intact…trying to remain in control of things over which it had very little power…he 
stepped in and out of the blackness…the shadow-world slowly overtaking him…or really, 
nothingness, as it enveloped him. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
“Suicide?” 
 
“It looks like it, Joe. Kicks the shit out of his wife of forty-odd years and then takes ten 
Tramadol tablets to be on the safe side. I’d say half that number would have done it…” 
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I looked at the blister pack now devoid of tablets. The original packet still sitting on a bedside 
table beside a small bottle of Scotch, now empty. An empty glass beside it. The ice having 
long melted leaving a small quantity of water in the bottom. 
 
What a way to go. 
 
A decent Scotch and enough tablets to take away all your aches and pains before sending you 
to eternal sleep, I thought. I took a photo of the empty blister pack with my Mobile camera 
and noted the name of the Doctor who had prescribed the drugs. I would check the Medicine 
Cabinet of both the deceased adults to see whether the same Doctor had prescribed all their 
medications. 
 
A visit to the Surgery to obtain the couple’s medical history may be warranted. 
 
A normal protocol in such matters. 
 
A man just doesn’t snap suddenly after so many years of marriage and go on the attack. There 
is always ‘calling signs’ as I labelled them. Usually, it is the Family Doctor who is privy to 
such information…or another close family member or friend whom the Victim had confided 
in over the years. Just small hints of the hidden anger that others do not see…always thinking 
the Perp is one good person when all they see is the public persona that the person generates 
for their and often his benefit. 
 
We all do it! We all have one! 
 
‘How could he do such a thing!’ A common remark in such situations. ‘He was such a nice 
man…a real gentleman…a fair dinkum bloke…would always stop for a natter. Ask how my 
George was going. Always a smile on his face. A true gentleman. He liked a laugh. He was 
always happy…he would be the last person to…you know…it really shocked me when I heard. 
I found it hard to believe but she would be hard to live with…it’s been said she had a roving 
spirit if you get my drift…” 
 
A shake of the head the accompaniment of disbelief! No…there was always another side to a 
person that is always carefully hidden…controlled. 
 
Some may call me a cynic, but I had seen too much of the human species not to be somewhat 
of a cynic. We could do so much damage to one another, especially loved ones and those 
close by…yet we could be so pure of soul and thought in creating near perfection in words, 
song, buildings, and paintings. How come? 
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It had me beat! 
 
Brenda Wzerlic straightened. Sighed deeply. Did a couple of back stretches before walking 
around the unmade Queen-size bed. The bed linen in need of changing. 
 
“Tramadol? What type of drug is that?” I asked, following her with my eyes as she made a 
circuit of the bed. 
 
“It’s a Painkiller. Effective. A pseudo-opiate one step below the oxycodone level. My Dad 
was on them for a while with his bad back. They’re bad for the heart if you have an iffy ticker. 
I told him, if he could, to get off them. Thankfully, he took my advice. Bless his sainted 
memory. They, like many in the category, could become addictive”. 
 
I nodded my head. Frankly, I didn’t know her father, so I felt a comment superfluous and in 
bad taste. For all I knew, he could have been the Devil hisself here on Earth, but the favoured 
daughter would never hear anything bad of him. You saw it all the time, as if we were all bit 
players…actors in a grand Opera of sorts. Playing out a defined role that when the Act was 
over, we discarded the masks and returned to our normal self…the other one seldom seen or 
recognised. 
 
Who’s to know? 
 
“Prescription only”. I mumbled as I looked at her. It was neither a question or an answer, just 
an observation on my part. 
 
She nodded her head, glancing across at me standing on the opposite side of the bed. 
 
“Robert ‘Bert’ or ‘Bob’ Hammond. Not too sure. That hasn’t been confirmed. His Missus’ 
name is Sandra…” Bree informed us. Speaking softly as the daughter of the two was sitting 
in the Lounge Room not far removed. “The Victim lying in the middle of the Kitchen floor 
with the Trace people still working the room. You can have a squiz after they have finished 
their search”. 
 
“Have you any indication of time of death for the two of them?” 
 
“Yes…last night within a window of three hours for both of them…between six and ten in 
the evening…closer to nine I suspect…we may have a better indication when we cut both”. 
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I nodded in acknowledgement. Tapping the information into my iPad in the folio now 
designated as ‘The Hammond Homicide/Suicide Case’. 
 
“It’s becoming an all too familiar scenario, isn’t it? We are not that far removed from savages, 
are we?” 
 
Bree looked over at me. 
 
“I always hope that the majority are peaceful, law abiding, loving, compassionate and tolerant 
people…but yeah, in our job? We see too much of it to have such a wholesome point of view 
of society…a pity really, huh?” She stretched again, placing her hands on her hips. “I go home 
each night and give my darling a big hug, thankful for his presence and love…and I scoop up 
that feeling of love and cherish it. I think it enables me to cope”. An embarrassed smile her 
full stop. “I am talking about my two dogs…” She giggled. “Then I let my husband greet me 
with that smile of his and a very waggly tail…I think it is his tail!” She giggled. “It helps a 
lot. Even with my darling husband a saint on Earth, it is always good to know you have an 
unconditional love in your dogs who ask no questions and expect no favours from time to 
time…Hubbie rarely gets angry, I must admit. Or jealous!” She laughed. “He is an absolute 
doll. I hope that feeling for him never dissipates…I doubt I could live without him as he is 
my rock”. 
 
I nodded my head understanding her. Knowing she had imparted a secret for which she was 
not known. 
 
Maybe that is how Bob Hammond may have felt about his missus at some time…I don’t 
know. 
 
“I guess that is what keeps us sane in this job, huh?” Wanting to make her feel comfortable. 
“Those that love us…and whom we love…” 
 
I bent and tested the bed with a straight arm. Too soft for my liking, I thought to myself. I 
nodded my head at her remarks not too sure why I had felt the mattress. 
 
“Who called it in?” Shelley asked from the doorway into the main Bedroom. 
 
“The daughter. She is in the front Lounge Room. She came to take her mother to a Doctor’s 
appointment. Their local GP. The Hubbie here would normally have done it, but his back has 
been playing up for several days, so the daughter volunteered…” Bree replied. 
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“He has a bad back, but he can pummel his missus multiple times and kick her head so many 
times it is almost pulp…doesn’t seem right to me”. Shelley mused. “And the amount of blood 
on the gentleman’s clothing is not commiserate with such a savage attack. He should be 
covered in his wife’s blood…look at his hands, Joe? Nary broken skin, bared knuckles, or 
bruising. They do not belong to a man who has done manual labour all his life…an Office 
Worker for sure whose fingers would break in multiple places if he tried to pummel his wife 
to give her the head injuries she has suffered…it doesn’t fit Joe…” 
 
She stood there with her arms crossed over her chest, that smug look on her face that always 
appeared when she wanted to throw that proverbial spanner in the works…which was her way 
at about every Death Scene we attended. The Devil’s Advocate she would always say by way 
of explanation. Just to ensure we looked at all scenarios before drawing a conclusion on the 
sequence of events. On the facts as they unfolded. 
 
Me? 
 
I thought she just liked to see my hackles rise on those occasions! 
 
There my partner goes again, trying to put a spanner in the works of a simple domestic 
violence homicide and suicide, I thought to myself. I shook my head. Grimaced at her 
observation and conclusion. 
 
“Don’t muddy the waters, Shells…often the simplest and first solution is usually the correct 
one…maybe he washed up…” 
 
“Jeez Joe! And put the clothes he was wearing through the washing machine…they are 
hanging on the back line, as we speak”. She turned to point towards the back yard. “Bloody 
hell, Joe!? All I’m saying…” She shook her head. “Maybe we should wait until we have the 
final Report after the Autopsy and have the Forensic trace and DNA Report in our hot little 
hands before we reach that final opinion that it was a typical homicide murder stroke suicide 
Case, huh?” 
 
“I heard you Shells. I do not need to hear it again…and there is no need to get sarcastic!” 
 
“Sarcastic!? Joe? Just look at the entire crime scene will you…” 
 
I held up my hands to shush her up. She was getting a little heated and that was not good 
especially when the daughter was in the next room and could hear our carry-ons. I again 
tamped down with my hands to shut her up. 
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“Let’s go and talk to the daughter to obtain some family history, huh? Before we go down the 
road with various scenarios…” 
 
Shelley scowled at me before angrily turning and exiting the room. 
 
Brenda ‘Bree’ Wzerlic, the finest on-site Forensic Pathologist in the land, raised her eyebrows 
as my partner stormed out. She went to say something. I raised a hand and warned her to leave 
it alone. Shaking my head for emphasis. Shelley rarely went off as she just did. Something 
was niggling her. Maybe she had domestic troubles as the proverbial ‘monthlies’ had never 
set her on a course like that before. We had been a team for around ten years, so I knew her 
moods pretty well. The trouble with the World today and Political Correctness was that you 
could never approach a woman in such a manner, even if you wanted to be helpful. You just 
had to shut up and clam up, hoping her blood pressure would abate quickly. 
 
Still, the unusual ‘turn’ was uncharacteristic which worried me. 
 
Bree nodded her head as she too walked from the room, leaving her two Assists to prepare 
the body of the middle-aged man for removal back to the Morgue. 
 
The Forensic Trace people were still busy around the body of the dead Missus Sandra 
Hammond in the small back Kitchen and all we could do was view the room from the doorway 
until they had completed their work. 
 
We would have to wait before permitted entry into the small Kitchen area were her body was 
located though there was not much to see. It was obvious that the woman had crumpled to the 
floor, more than likely from the first decent swing that got her full on the face. I’d say by the 
blood spatter, he then went in with both feet, kicking the bejeezus out of her face and upper 
body until she died from the injuries. 
 
A callous and brutal way to kill a woman…anyone for that matter! 
 
That reminded me to have a look at the bloke’s shoes for blood trace. 
 
Somehow in the washout, it was something that I completely forgot about…and when it did 
jig with me, it was way too late. 
 
No-one else had made a remark on Bob Hammond’s shoes. 
 
A terrible mistake. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
“Arrh…Miss? Missus?” 
 
“Missus Childs. Lisa Lee Childs. Um…I know what you are thinking, Detectives. I have 
heard the chatter between everyone. You are barking up the wrong tree. My Dad would not 
have done this terrible thing to my mother…and he would not have killed himself! No way! 
Not on! I can assure you, Detectives. He was never that type of man…and to kick and pummel 
Mum to death? Just not on!” 
 
“Why would you say that Missus Childs?” 
 
“Because I know my Mum and Dad. I could count on one hand the number of times the two 
argued…and even than it was never in raised voices or in temper. They had a wonderful 
marriage. A beautiful relationship. Dad would never consider even raising a hand to Mum, 
let alone bashing and kicking her to death. It was not in his nature. He truly respected 
Mum…in fact, I cannot ever recall him raising his voice to me or slapping me as I was 
growing up. That was abhorrent to his very nature…it just wasn’t him, sir! I know my Dad 
and he could never do such a thing to Mum…it just wasn’t him!” She again began to sob. 
 
“If that be the case, then who else would want to harm your mother? And your father?” 
 
She looked at Shelley than I, a blank expression on her face. 
 
“You know…a home invasion or something. You hear about that type of thing every day. 
People forcing their way into houses looking for cash. Thugs high on drugs…” 
 
“There is no evidence of forced entry, ma’am…or the house being ransacked”. I replied 
tiredly. This woman will never accept her mother and father in a deadly duel. 
 
“Is there anyone else in the family?” Shelley asked softly. 
 
“No…um…yes. I have an older brother though we don’t know where he is…there was just 
the two kids…Mum had problems that way”. 
 
She grabbed a tissue from her bag to blow her nose. Another to wipe away the tears that 
tracked silently down her cheeks. She was that type of woman who could cry silently and talk 
in her natural voice while those tears cascaded. 
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I looked over at a lovely Wedding Photograph of the elderly couple that took pride of place 
on a shelf. You could almost grasp the love that emanated. 
 
“A great shot…” 
 
The woman turned to take in the photo in an ornate silver frame sitting by itself in a nook of 
a shelving system that half covered one wall. A large flat-screen TV sitting below the array 
of shelving that seemed to sprout from the wall, unsupported. 
 
“Yes…Mum loved it…so did I”. 
 
“She was very attractive…and your father a very handsome man”. 
 
“They made a wonderful couple, didn’t they? Yes?” 
 
“Anyone else in the close family circle?” 
 
“All the Aunties and Uncles on both sides of the family are dead…we never were close to our 
cousins. You know, we saw them perhaps…you know, at a family funeral, maybe”. 
 
“The Doctor you were taking your mother to this morning? Was he their local GP?” 
 
“Yes, going back years…he was the Family Doctor. Doctor Brennan. Jim Brennan. A lovely 
man and a Number One Doctor. I still go to him even though I live several suburbs away”. 
 
“Both your mother and father took a fair few pills each day. They both had a Webster Pack 
prepared by the local Chemist…” 
 
“Yes. Down the road. Charters Pharmacy. Next to the Doctor’s Surgery in the little Shopping 
Centre. That had been their Chemist for years. It was easy for them just to pop in after they 
saw the Doctor. A new Script…whatever. On their way home from the Doctors”. 
 
I nodded my head. I figured we needed to visit the Doctor’s Surgery with a Court Order to 
discuss the history of the couple in due course. 
 
“The Webster Packs make it easy, so they don’t get mixed up with what pill to take at what 
time of day…” Shelley commented as though she was an expert in such things. I thought her 
comment a little gratuitous. It was neither a question or an observation relating to the current 
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occurrence. It was a fatuous statement! Totally unlike Shells as she always seemed to stick to 
facts. 
 
The woman nodded her head, not sure if she should comment. She glanced at Shelley several 
times, so it just wasn’t me. 
 
“Um…neither Mum nor Dad where…you know…confused…suffering from Dementia. Both 
still had their wits about them. The Webster packs just made it easier for them as together, 
they were on a lot of pills each day”. 
 
“Your father? He took an Anti-Depressant tablet twice a day. A big dose, yes?” Shelley 
continued. 
 
“Yes…after he retired a few years back, he spiralled down a bit. Lost his ‘mojo’ he would 
say…felt as though he had outlived his usefulness. Mum was very good…helped him and at 
the same time gave him space…though I sometimes wondered whether Dad thought he was 
being abandoned…he had silly thoughts like that…the Doctor advised him it was completely 
natural and thought he had mild anxiety. Prescribed him some anti-depressant. The ‘Happy’ 
Tablet as he called them, helped him, so he said”. She nodded her head as she conveyed this 
information. “Though I wondered sometimes as he would suddenly drop off that 
cliff…without warning. It didn’t seem to last long but still…I’ve been meaning to mention it 
to Doc Brennan…I keep forgetting…” 
 
I let the moment slide before I replied. Not for any theatrical reason to try and make her feel 
bad that she had not mentioned the mood swings of her father to the Family Doc…but…I 
don’t know, I felt the point important in the scheme of things. A change in personality could 
be a precursor for more dangerous things to occur in the future…like this supposed out-of-
character occurrence. 
 
“I see…” I commented, nodding my head. “His Webster pack? He has not taken any of his 
tablets for almost a week now. Not one of them. Heart tablet. Blood. Cholesterol. Painkillers. 
Would you happen to know why?” 
 
The woman shook her head. 
 
“Like the Anti-Depressant Tablet? You should not go cold turkey but instead, wean yourself 
from them. They can give you nasty side-effects otherwise…his Doctor would not advise 
such an action”. 
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She looked up at me, cupping her hands into fists. She leant towards me, her words coming 
through gritted teeth. 
 
“My father did not kill Mum or take his own life. No way. Not on!” She re-iterated angrily. 
“It was not in his nature, let me tell you. I know my Mum and Dad. It was never going to 
happen…” 
 
“There doesn’t appear to be many alternatives…perhaps your estranged brother? Would he 
feel left out enough to do such a thing to his mother? You know, retaliate in such a manner?” 
 
“After all this time! Fifteen years!? I can’t see it…why wait that long to revenge a slight?” 
 
“What was the problem…what caused your brother to become alienated from the family?” 
 
“I…I don’t know. I asked Mum and Dad on several occasions through the years. We were a 
very happy family. He and I were very close growing up…Mum and Dad never wanted to 
talk to me about it. They would just shake their heads and clam up…I don’t know why…and 
now? I guess I’ll never know…” 
 
“Unless we can locate your brother, huh?” 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
“Doctor Brennan…I’m sorry we have to do business in this manner. I realise there is a 
Patient/Doctor Confidentiality Agreement but as both of your Patients have died, then that 
agreement is null and void. All we are looking for is an overview history of both Sandra and 
Robert or Bob Hammond through the years…and your thoughts on their relationship and any 
confidences either one may have imparted to you. It may help in our understanding of what 
happened at their address the other day”. 
 
“They are both dead?” He looked up at me with a shocked look. 
 
“Yes, I’m afraid so…A Domestic Violence Murder/Suicide with Bob Hammond overdosing 
on Tramadol. That was confirmed by an Autopsy carried out yesterday which both of us 
attended, so we are now pretty sure of the sequences in this tragic event”. 
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“Yes…oh dear. That is so sad…I would never have thought. They were so devoted to one 
another”. 
 
He sat back in his chair, the colour washing from his face. He covered his face in his hands 
and slowly shook his head. 
 
“It takes two Murder Detectives to bring this sad news to me…the Hammonds? Let me bring 
up each of their Histories, will you. I am fully aware of the Government changes made several 
years ago now, but I still disagree with its content…but what are we supposed to do? You are 
not really interested in their medical history as such, are you? Their moans and groans? You 
are more interested in the relationship they had as a married couple, I would imagine, yes? 
What they may have confided in me about their relationship…their outlook on their lives. 
Their marriage. Let me think about it for a moment, please”. 
 
He leaned forward and placed his elbows on the desk in front of him, clasped his hands 
together and extended his index fingers to rest his chin on…he then closed his eyes for some 
time. I thought he had nodded off. He roused suddenly and began tapping away on his 
keyboard. 
 
“Yes…I have been their Family Doctor for thirty-odd years…their entire married 
lives…um…Sandra, from what she told me, was something of a wild child when she was 
young and I suppose when they say opposites attract, that is what their relationship…or more 
correctly, their attraction for one another was based upon. She had two children to other men 
before she married Bob and an abortion that I know of…all these incidents to…arrh…married 
men so she confided to me…at her place of employment. I do not remember where that was, 
but if you think it important, then I think I can dig that up for you, mmm? Also, I seem to 
remember she saying she had several affairs. One resulting in a child which she kept a secret 
right through the pregnancy during her marriage. She fostered the child out…she could be 
very…mmm…let’s say strong will shall we when she wanted to be”. 
 
Shelley made a note… 
 
“I…no…at this stage I do not think that important…” 
 
Shelley frowned, glancing across at me. She obviously disagreed. 
 
“Sandra had gynaecological problems after that abortion…there appears to be a certain degree 
of…um…a smoke screen when she told her daughter of earlier events in her life…we all do 
it as parents, siphoning out the extremes of our behaviour when we were young. It’s not a 
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guilt thing…the years add a degree of maturity to us all. Completely natural, I would surmise. 
After all, the woman was born in the late fifties and her late teens were spent in the early to 
late seventies. An exciting time for a good-time party girl. She would not be the only 
passenger on that particular train…” 
 
“You say she had an affair several years ago…” 
 
“Um…” Again, he closed his eyes and seemed to drift off into a meditative state. “Several!” 
He suddenly blurted out causing me to jump sharply in surprise. “As time progressed, you 
could say she felt stifled in the marriage. Where opposites once attracted, it became something 
of a straitjacket…stifling her zest for life, she once confided in me, though she would never 
think of leaving Bob. Maybe just a security thing as she got older. Maybe a genuine affection 
for her husband who was that rock around which she swum when the urge to kick off her 
shoes and dive naked into the boiling surf overtook her”. 
 
I had to lower my head to hide the smile at his turn of phrase. 
 
“Doctor, would you think Bob Hammond capable of murdering his wife then committing 
suicide himself?” 
 
“I’m a Medical Doctor not a Head Doctor, Detective. Is Bob capable of such a deed? I believe 
we are all capable of such things given the right set of circumstances. Bob himself seemed 
stifled in the relationship in that he was a round peg in a square hole. He was frustrated and 
angry in his job. A job he took only to provide security and a steady wage as he became the 
breadwinner after they married, the means of them having their own home. The job presented 
few challenges to him and even less chances of promotion…I guess there may have been 
‘high-lights’…in sailing terms, tell-tales through the years that others should have noticed of 
them both heading down this terrible path…towards their eventual destruction…” 
 
“Mister Hammond appeared to have depressive mood swings of late…” 
 
“I’m sorry. I was not aware of such things. I guess it is possible with that Anti-Depressant he 
was on…we were still experimenting with the daily dosage…silly man, he should have told 
me of those deep episodes…sudden swings. I would say that that particular tablet was not the 
right one for him, but unless I am aware of such things, how can I make a professional 
judgement?” 
 
He looked over at me, a pleasant smile his way of washing his hands of the matter, so I 
thought. Then again, Family Doctors were always in that same boat. If their patients failed to 
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describe symptoms, then there was little the Doctor could do. As Bob Hammond had a regular 
two-month cycle between visits to his GP, minor mood swings and sudden aches or pains 
could slip from the memory banks, thus the Doctor would be completely unaware of such 
indicators. 
 
“He also ceased taking his daily allotment of pills. Can you think of any reason why he would 
do this…approximately a week ago…and would it have a detrimental effect on his cognitive 
reasoning and general outlook on life?” 
 
“Mmm…I’ll have to think about that…” 
 
He peered down at his computer screen and tapped on the keyboard. “Mmm…it would have 
a detrimental effect on his health and if he continued with the practise, it would have put him 
into Hospital…rather a moot point now, don’t you think!? Having an adverse effect on his 
outlook…his actions…possible…more than likely probable with one or two of his 
medications having adverse effects if he did not wean himself off them gradually…yes…and 
an adverse effect if he failed to take others regularly. I believe that could occur, yes. Might 
have occurred and been instrumental in his mental state at the end…yes”. 
 
“Their daughter is of the opinion they had a perfect marriage and that her father was incapable 
of such a thing and then, taking his life after the act was not in his make-up, according to 
her…she is most adamant on that point”. 
 
“Children! They think they are capable of pulling the wool over their parent’s eyes on the 
many ‘naughty’ things they undertake but do not realise that the table seats Diners on both 
sides”. 
 
I liked his turn of phrase. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
 
Four months ago, with Detective Lind in Hospital after a massive heart attack and fall. 
 
 
Detective Shelley Shields sighed heavily as she sat, gesturing for her young partner to sit 
opposite. For her, it had been a rough morning. She hated when she was required to give 
evidence even during a Coronal Enquiry. 
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“Impressed?” She asked. “Was that the first Coroners Inquest you have been to?” 
 
Probational Detective Frederica Stonefield nodded her head. 
 
“Why do they request that both Detectives attend when they know they will only question the 
Lead on the Case?” 
 
“Yeah, that is something we have been up in arms about for a long time, but the Coroners 
Office responds by saying that both Detectives are required on the chance that the junior Dee 
maybe called to testify, usually to confirm a point…or sometimes…so they say, the Lead Dee 
does not come across as a good witness and they require the confirmation of the junior…I’ve 
never seen it though I have heard of it happening…but not in a homicide case…a bloody 
waste of resources especially if the Coroner requests your appearance the following day as 
well…which happens a lot…but it is bloody scary. I don’t know whether I would like to go 
through it again as I was as nervous as all hell…Joe always sailed through these sittings…he 
says it is the only time he can practise his theatrical appearance and delivery…yeah, right! He 
is usually a bundle of nerves, but you wouldn’t pick it once he gets up on the stand…he’s then 
a true professional with not a nervy thread in his body…he amazes me”. 
 
Shelley ordered for both. She had gotten her young partner onto the Mocha on Skim…with 
double chocolate! 
 
“Is that your first time?” The young woman asked. 
 
“Yeah…and I didn’t like it one iota. Usually, Joe gets the nod as the Lead Dee…he’s an ace 
up on the Stand. A real pro as I said”. 
 
“I thought you did okay. You didn’t look nervous to me…” The young Officer offered. 
 
“Huh, thanks. My stomach was in a knot, I can tell you…at one stage I thought I was going 
to poop my knickers. That’s how nervous I felt. Fancy the rumour mill back at the Office if 
that had happened. I would never live it down”. Shelley chuckled. Frederica laughed. 
 
A sadness suddenly enveloped the older woman and she fought to stop the tears from coming. 
Her young colleague noticed the dark cloud envelope her. 
 
“Do you think he’ll be back?” The young Probational Detective asked quietly, suddenly 
realising it was a double-edged sword for her. If Shelley’s long-term partner was to return, 
then she would more than likely be shifted to another Mentor…a more senior 
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partner…something she would not like. She and Shelley seemed to meld together…and 
Shelley had a brilliant mind and a good sense of humour and even though she may have a fair 
idea as to the young lady’s religious beliefs, she never questioned her on it. In fact, she steered 
well clear of the subject entirely, as it should be. It was no-one’s business and to ridicule a 
person’s beliefs could get one in hot water with the Standards and Ethics Committee if one 
wanted to place a complaint. 
 
“I…yeah…I really don’t know…I don’t want to think about it…he taught me so much…we 
have been a team for just on ten years…I can’t imagine being a cop without him 
around…but…you know, it doesn’t look good. He’s been in a coma now for two weeks and 
there is no sign of him coming out of it…and even if he does, he then has to have heart 
surgery…major heart surgery…he’s being kept alive by machines at present as his heart is 
not doing much work…” 
 
She went to pick up her coffee mug but found her hand was shaking too much. 
 
“You okay?” 
 
“Yeah…I’ll be fine…when I know he will be…” 
 
“The Case? What do you think?” The young woman thought it best to get back onto more 
impersonal ground. 
 
Shelley held the coffee mug in both hands and took several sips. 
 
“Cut and dry…domestic homicide and suicide…nothing more to it…” 
 
“The daughter is adamant that her father could not kill her mother…or kill himself. She has 
been saying that and accusing the cops…meaning you and Joe, of gross negligence in the 
matter since the tragedy occurred…what? Just over two years ago now”. 
 
“Almost three…gawd, how time flies. Sometimes the facts are hard to reconcile for those left 
behind…the forensic evidence paints the correct picture and that is what the Coroner will go 
on to finalise his verdict…not the emotional rants of an upset daughter who will not look at 
the facts…and I doubt she ever will. I can remember being a bit…arrh…reticent about it being 
a murder/suicide case in the beginning. Joe will always say I put a spanner in the works at 
just about every crime scene, in any case”. She smiled faintly at the memory. “I did on that 
one until the Forensic people unearthed the last letter that Hammond…Bob Hammond, wrote 
on his computer before he took that overdose of pills. We determined that he was right when 
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he stated that his wife was having an affair…or more correctly, had an affair…that was a 
proven…I guess that would be difficult for the daughter to reconcile with the righteous image 
she has of her parents…you know, completely natural. Most kids think their parents sit next 
to God…” 
 
“I didn’t think you were religious?” 
 
“I’m not. I guess you could call me an Atheist…oh…agnostic with an atheist leaning. I was 
reared as a strict Catholic…went to a Catholic Girls School. Went to Church every Sunday 
with Mum and Dad…until they separated…divorced”. Shelley looked out at the passing 
parade, frowning at several people whom she did not like the look of. She shook her head 
wondering on the choices of clothing of some people. “Um…they got divorced even though 
the Church they had followed for years frowned on divorce. It made me think…all the years 
of blind faith. Of them habitually going to Church flew out the window when they 
separated…then Mum wasn’t that keen no more and Dad? He had a…well…to put it 
mildly…he was a bent cop…so all those years of standing up there praying to a God while he 
robs people blind…and doing other things if you want to take notice of all the scuttlebutt, 
then the whole thing kind of…you know? Becomes tainted…not true…and then all the stuff 
about priests coming out in that Royal Commission…God’s Servants on Earth? Bloody hell! 
How could they be while they do stuff like that to kids…and not just Australia but it is a 
worldwide phenomenon wherever the Catholic Faith is taught…it…it…they say at least one 
in six…some-one said that the Catholic Church is the largest protective Club of Paedophiles 
and gay guys on Earth…and yet they will not recognise LGBTI elements as parishioners in 
the Church! How hypocritical is that!? It’s just not the Catholic Church either as I think every 
mainstream Religion and some others besides, was high-lighted as being Child Abusers as 
well…I think it has to do with power and their exalted positions in Society…it’s a sad world, 
really…and it must be remembered that the Christian faith has its basis in the Roman Catholic 
Church. All are just splinter Religions from that one….so if the main barrel of apples is rotten, 
then to my way of thinking, they are all rotten”. 
 
“Letting Jesus into your heart can be a salvation…” Frederica muttered earnestly. 
 
“For what? Look, I don’t like to talk too much about it when it gets personal…and I’ll tell 
you now, Joe is a bit of a fanatic…” 
 
“Religiously?” 
 
“No! Just the opposite…the worse type of zealot, I reckon…a bloody atheist of the worse 
type! You are warned if or when he returns…” Those words caught in her throat. 
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“Oh…” 
 
The young woman was silent for a while, obviously troubled by what had just been learned. 
She felt a bit like Daniel in the Lions’ Den what with all these non-believers around. She 
wondered whether it was because of the work they did, continually seeing the side of society 
that most people were unaware of. She would have to be doubly sure of her convictions…of 
her need to pray, she thought forcefully to herself. 
 
“Um…The son…he has never been located, has he?” She asked quietly, wanting to stay well 
clear of any more discussion concerning religion. “…and the old girl’s former lovers?” 
 
“The son? No…not from want of trying on our part, I can assure you…we have…still have 
several Open Warrants out for him with the Poms, mainland Europe, Canada, New Zealand, 
and the Yanks…South-east Asian countries and Indonesia…we’ve had nothing in those 
what…in those three years since the event. He may have headed for Mars for all we know…he 
obviously wants to remain lost as there was a spiteful falling out between the son and his 
parents and sister…still don’t know what caused the rift…he has done a bloody good job of 
hiding, that’s for sure…and the former Lover? One of many so it seems in and out of the 
marriage. An old boyfriend of hers when they went to School together. Lasted for some time 
after they both completed their studies…we had him under a microscope…there was 
something fishy about him that didn’t sit well with either Joe or I, but we could never dig 
anything up on him. He has an alibi for the time of the homicide/suicide in any case. He was 
on a Pacific Cruise…with his latest conquest…but still, neither of us trusted him…he was…or 
he considered himself a bit of a lady’s man…still…in his late fifties…can you believe it?” 
 
“She had multiple Lovers, didn’t she? In and out of the marriage?” 
 
“Yes, so it appears. Around three or four over the almost forty years she was married to Bob 
Hammond…former work colleagues who really didn’t want their names bandied about. I 
doubt we located all of them, but the ones we did all had reasonable alibis…God, we spent a 
lot of hours on those men! There was supposed to have been several children that she had 
before she was married…we had no luck in tracking them down…and the one she carried 
while she was married? No luck on that one either…Jesus, the way some people have these 
God-awful secrets…and it is about time that these Adoption Services make information about 
biological mothers and fathers more accessible…it was hell trying to go back through their 
Records…especially for nil results…do you realise how many Adoption Agencies there are? 
There needs to be a central point for enquiries to be made on adoption and foster care 
matters…we compared the Records of the time with the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
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Department…sitting for hours in stuffy little rooms…they are still in the throes of digitising 
the earlier stuff…Christ, never again, hopefully”. She grunted a chuckle. 
 
Frederica was stunned at how her colleague could blaspheme so easily…and so often without 
realising the transgression against The Lord. It upset her but she remained silent. 
 
She did not realise that the real sin was the hidden lifestyle of the Deceased. It escaped her 
completely. Whether it was a conscious or unconscious thing remained a mystery. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
This was their second road-trip together in this big land. The third visit for the four of them 
Down-under. 
 
They had backpacked through Europe and most of the British Isles and had done a previous 
campervan stint here in Australia. Their very first trip involved them following the harvest 
trail from Tasmania, Victoria through New South Wales into southern Queensland. Earned a 
bit of bread, saw a bit of the country rarely seen by Tourists and worked their butts off…but 
loved it. The climate, the people, the vast open spaces, and the warmth of the sun. The four 
were in love with Australia, all of them wanting to make it their home. To escape the Northern 
Winters, the constant grey skies, the annoying incessant drizzle and ferociously cold winds, 
the social structure of society back home that was comical and stupid. They were seen as the 
‘right’ stock because of the family names, their ancestors and what School they had attended! 
 
They had been good friends forever. 
 
They were luckier than most as they did not need to work during the Summer Break from 
University. Their parents of some means back home in Northern England. Happy that their 
children had that adventurous spirit, knowing that in travelling together, they were safer…as 
you never knew…providing the money so their children could satisfy their itchy feet. This 
year, the foursome had hired a larger Mobile Home than the tiny Campervan of last year, 
intending to make Uluru inside a week with another three weeks wending their way over to 
Perth to fly back home. Jennifer Saxon with her boyfriend, Jaeger ‘Jag’ Himmel had been an 
item from Year Nine in High School. Jennifer’s friend from Primary School and her first 
cousin, Pauline Saxon was with her partner, Summer Hills. The two inseparable since High 
School. A young twenty-something gay couple had experienced all that Society and its 
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intolerant portion could fling at them. They were hoping to marry once they both finished 
their Uni Courses in two-years’ time. 
 
They had propped at Wilcannia for longer than they had intended. 
 
A day longer, but they loved these small outback country towns and had visited the local 
School. This is what they wanted to do. An Outback School of around a hundred kids…though 
they were Realists enough to know if they took the plunge, the chances of remaining together 
were rather slim…and the chances of ending up in such a School as that at Wilcannia even 
further in the realms of fiction…but…they had a dream…maybe in the Northern Territory 
they could remain in close contact…they intended making enquiries when they reached Alice 
Springs on their way to Uluru. 
 
No matter, they were convinced of their future direction. 
 
Experience had taught them whenever they hunkered down for the night at one of these Road-
side Rest Areas, they had to escape both the throng of ‘Stray Greys’ and the comings and 
goings all night of those behemoth Road-trains where the driver would stop for a pee and a 
smoke maybe. Because of that, they were parked away from the main Rest Area tarmac 
expanse, well away from the one Semi that was parked there when they stopped. Down off 
the road and away from the bumper-to-bumper 4WD’s towing caravans. 
 
It was a popular past time for the ‘Grey Brigade’. The Retirees who wanted to do ‘The Lap’ 
and often more besides so that had fond memories to see them through, as though their lives 
up until then was a great disappointment. Some joking that they were spending “the kids’ 
inheritance”. They would expend their Superannuation on the dream then becoming boring, 
whinging old people skimping on everything to survive on the Government Pension. Never 
realising they had wasted their hard-earned superannuation savings accumulated throughout 
their lives of working their arses off. 
 
The Rest Area known as Springs Creek Rest Area though the creek was bone dry. Some 
distance south-west of Wilcannia heading towards Broken Hill on the Barrier Highway. 
 
For some reason after less than an hour of driving out of Wilcannia, they had enough of 
driving. Their intended thoughts to press onto Broken Hill out the window. 
 
They drove well off the tarmac area into the surrounding scrub that was criss-crossed with 
tracks made by other ‘Night Campers’ who had the same idea of getting away from the throng 
knowing that if they had parked in the designated area, they more than likely would be kept 
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awake by the constant sounds of air-brakes as Road-trains and Semis came and went during 
the night. 
 
They had made a fire-pit, clearing the area around the hollow in the ground and surrounding 
it with rock and stones, setting up their trusty tripod cooking pot above the dying flames. A 
stew of meat and diced vegetables slowly cooked in a cast iron pot. The aromatic smell 
igniting hunger pangs in the four of them. They had collected enough dead timber to cook 
their evening meal and were now sitting together near the embers engaged in the easy banter 
of a long, trusted group of friends. Sharing a reasonable cask of wine and a shared tote. 
 
They may have heard a Motorcycle fly past the Off-road Rest Area, but it did not register. 
They were enthralled with the night sky alive with stars which are only truly seen when out 
in these remote bush locales. They shared a Cask of wine as they lounged there, all saying 
later that the night-time in the Bush was one of their favourite memories…except this night! 
 
It was just on nine o’clock… 
 
The cool desert air had descended, settling silently over them, making them talk of calling it 
a night and snuggling up in the Motorhome in the two large double beds available. Several 
Doonas and opened sleeping bags doubling as doonas making things cosy. At the moment 
they had the sleeping bags and several blankets wrapped around their shoulders. The dying 
embers emitting a weak halo of light around their campfire. 
 
There was quiet laughter and banter… 
 
They were scanning the night sky one last time… 
 
He seemed to materialise from nothing…from the darkness itself as though he was part of it. 
Morphing, looming like some grotesque spectre from the very darkness around them. Around 
his mouth and eyes, blood shone down one side of his face from the weak light of the dying 
embers. 
 
His black leather jacket and riding pants cut and split in several places with droplets of blood 
dripping onto the very dry, fine red earth around his feet. 
 
He grimaced showing blood in his mouth. His nose was crooked with congealed blood at the 
nostrils. He didn’t seem to notice the degree of blood that was evident, shining its presence 
in the weak light of the dying fire. 
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He lurched into the dim halo of the campfire, holding a sawn-off shotgun pointing to the 
ground. 
 
“Yer keys!” He demanded in a low, gruff voice, jiggling the snout of the shotgun towards the 
four of them. 
 
The two young couples tried to lean away from the menace. The girls emitting a cut-off 
scream that would have done the Vienna Boys Choir proud. 
 
“Yer fucking keys!” The stranger angrily yelled again. “Now!” The inaction and shock of his 
captives was ruffling him. 
 
“You’re hurt…look, we’ll take you to the nearest town…we’ll drive you in there, okay. You 
cannot leave us out here in the middle of no-where…” Jag responded, noticing the torn 
Leathers, the left foot that should not have been at that unnatural angle and the left arm that 
hung limply with blood droplets dripping from his finger-tips. 
 
“This ain’t a bargaining chip, smart arse”. He levelled the shotgun towards the young guy’s 
stomach. His girlfriend sitting beside him, screamed. “You people understand English, yes? 
Your bloody keys! I won’t ask again…” He lifted the sawn-off shotgun and levelled it at 
Jenny Saxon who was hanging onto Jaeger as though this would stop her from sinking into 
the sandy mire around them. 
 
“You, girlie…up…help me over to your set of wheels and drive me to Sydney. Hurry…” 
 
Jenny was rooted to the spot, unable to move. Frozen with fear. A look of sheer horror on her 
face. 
 
“Sweetheart, you better do as I say otherwise, I’m gunna blow your two girlfriends away. 
Hear me?” He bellowed. 
 
Jennifer with effort, began to stand. She a quivering mess who could never drive in such a 
condition. 
 
“I…I…I can’t drive…” She lied. 
 
The guy took one step closer to the group…they all unconsciously leaned away as though the 
extra inches would protect them from the shotgun blast. He lurched another step closer, 
standing unsteadily at the edge of the fire pit. He collapsed falling across the embers in the 
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fire pit. The sudden injection of air like a large leather bellows causing flames to erupt to lick 
hungrily at the lifeless body. 
 
The four sat transfixed, staring at the scene. Their mouths and eyes wide open… 
 
It was Jaeger who came to his senses first, instructing the girls to help him roll the guy off the 
searching flames of the fire and to grab the shotgun and hide it, just in case. 
 
“He’s dead…” Pauline mumbled as they struggled to move the large body. Summer Hills 
picked up the saddlebags that the guy had slung over his right shoulder that were now 
smouldering with smoke curling from them. She stamped out the embers and placed the 
saddlebags beside the prone figure. 
 
“You sure he’s dead?” 
 
“I think so…yes…I think”. Pauline stammered. “I’m not too sure…” 
 
“Hide that gun just in case”. Jaeger stated hurriedly. “Hide it under the pile of blankets there. 
Place some logs on the fire to get it going again…we could be up for a while. I’ll go back 
down the Highway until I can get Mobile coverage and ring the local cops…” 
 
There was a loud cry of opposition from the three girls. 
 
“Jags? You’re not going to leave the three of us here with that man. What happens if he comes 
to and attacks us? I’m not staying here…I’m coming with you”. Jenny stammered. 
 
“Jenny? That is not going to happen…he is dead…” 
 
Jennifer was close to melt-down. 
 
“You’re not leaving us here with him regardless…we’ll all go together…” Pauline Saxon 
stammered nervously. 
 
“No…some-one has to stay with the body. He is likely to be devoured by a pack of 
Dingos…or wild dogs…or something, while we are gone…” 
 
The three girls huddled together quietly whimpering in fear, tear-tracks down their cheeks. 
They looked about into the darkness that now seemed to have stepped closer to the group 
regardless that the fire was now stoked and flaming brightly. 
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Perceptions can be warped by what had just transpired, leaving them with a warped sense of 
reality. The girls could see the snarling presence of wild dogs and dingoes emerging from the 
envelope of darkness into the halo of light from the fire. Circling them with grotesque snarling 
mouths, saliva dripping from blood-stained fangs. 
 
“Really!?” Pauline and Jennifer replied in unison, terror returning to their voices. “We are not 
staying here…period, Jags…just not on!” 
 
“Okay, okay. I’ll stay here while you three drive the Motorhome…okay? Back towards 
Wilcannia until you can get Phone reception. Get onto the Wilcannia Police and tell them 
what has happened. Come straight back here…okay? Girls? Hear me…can you do that? 
Summer, you can drive, okay? Get going…” 
 
“What are you going to do while we’re away?” 
 
“Sit here shitting bullets! Wrapped up in blankets and sleeping bags, with the fire stoked up 
pointing that ugly shotgun at the guy…if he so much as moves an eye muscle, I swear I’ll 
shoot the bastard…” 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
 
I sat at my desk and looked around at all the familiar things. It had been tidied up as I knew, 
as is always the case, the vacant unused desktop would have been used to temporarily house 
those files, folders and papers that should be cluttering up some-one else’s Workstation 
somewhere on the Floor! 
 
Both Shelley and Frederica had done a remarkable job of tidying up, is all I’ll say, knowing I 
was due back at work at any moment. While my recuperation period had been a period of 
gross impatience to return to work, once I did front my desk, that enthusiasm suddenly waned! 
 
I spent the first morning back going from floor to floor throughout the Police Building, 
thanking those who had sent me good wishes, flowers and/or dropped in while I was in 
Hospital and convalescing at home. That took the wind out of my sails, and I gave myself an 
early mark mid-afternoon as I was exhausted. I guess it was to be expected, but I didn’t think 
I’d be so lethargic…exercise was the answer…when I get my mojo back! 
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Tellie woke me to have Dinner and after playing with the girls for a brief period, I went back 
to bed and immediately fell asleep! 
 
That was the pattern for that first week until I began to find my ‘sea-legs’ and get back into 
the swing of things once again. 
 
We lived and breathed through the first series of Jihadist Attacks that Sydney had ever 
experienced. It was sheer luck and the undisciplined and amateurish nature of the seven young 
radicals and the poor intel that their Mentors had imparted to think up the attacks that 
hundreds, thousands of innocent lives were not lost. As it was, it had rattled everyone and 
stretched all Emergency Services within the Sydney area to the limit. Patently displaying how 
a large City can be so ill-prepared for the real thing, especially as in this case, there appeared 
to be several concurrent attacks at various locations around the City. 
 
What it did display was the organisational shortcomings that could be vastly improved upon 
if another incident such as this should ever occur. Luckily, those planning such attacks had 
up until this time been thwarted by excellent Intelligence and the huge “behind the scenes” 
Electronic Surveillance efforts of various Sections of the NSW Police Force and the 
Australian Federal Police. 
 
These two events had slipped through that cordon. That was expected by all Units involved. 
To have a one hundred percent arrest rate before anyone was seriously injured or killed was 
asking too much. Single Lone Wolf Attacks had occurred and could not realistically be foiled 
as was exhibited right around the world. 
 
That would be expecting too much. 
 
As it was, only two young men survived out of the seven who had undertaken these two 
senseless yet brutal attacks. The Mentors also losing their lives several days later at the hands 
of an avenging and raging, mad father of three of the youths. 
 
This tit-for-tat revenge syndrome was still an acceptable part of the philosophy of certain ethic 
groups, no matter how hard they tried to rid those practises when they fled to Australia away 
from the brutality of their homeland. An inbred thing amongst certain immigrants. 
 
As that complete shemozzle settled down, we found ourselves, as a threesome, investigating 
the homicide deaths of a mother and her two young kids. Cynthia Curtiss and her two kids, 
Tessa, and Benjamin. This case gave me nightmares for quite some time, mainly because the 
family dog, a beautiful light honey-coloured Labrador by the name of Rajah was also brutally 
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killed, having its head bashed in and its stomach split open. Its body left on the small Dining 
Table lying in its own pool of blood. 
 
Go figure why that affected all of us more than the grisly sight of three persons floating, 
bloated and chalk coloured in the family bathtub surrounded by water deeply tainted with 
their blood. 
 
Even during that investigation, my mind would wander, and my enthusiasm wan away from 
the Case, the job, and the career. I felt on some days like ringing in to take another sickie, 
curling back up under the bedclothes to ignore the spinning progression of the World and all 
who survived on it. 
 
Both the Specialist and the Police Force Shrink stated that this reaction was completely 
normal and while not all recipients of some-one else’s heart went through this process, there 
were those who did. Bouts of asking why, crying, and complete lethargy was the present 
experience I was enduring…and worrying myself to grey hair over it. That positive assurance 
did not seem to help especially when I met several other organ recipients who were now 
bouncing out of their skins in love with life. I sometimes blamed the character of the person 
whose heart now beat steadily in my chest. He or she had to be one of those ‘woe is me’ type 
of persons to affect me so much, so I presumed. This of course was derided and chuckled at 
by the Specialist Heart Surgeon and my favourite Shrink, Doctor Ellen Phelps who I was 
seeing twice a week since I returned to work. 
 
No matter what either person said, I was still not convinced! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 
I was wasting time, flipping through my e-Mails at a snail’s pace, watching the minute hand 
frozen in the wall clock at the opposite end of the Office. I was pooped…in need of that 
afternoon nap that I had enjoyed as a ritual while I had been off work for around three months. 
It was taking longer than I thought it would for me to bounce back into the rhythm of things 
and I couldn’t shake the feeling that Shelley was shouldering more than her share of the daily 
burden. 
 
“Shells? Did you see that e-mail from the Night Shift guys? On that single-punch incident 
that caused the death of…um…hang on…” I scrolled back up through the Report on the 
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incident. “Um…one Peter John Hall? Aged forty-one years…of no fixed address…three 
weeks ago? Out near Pyrmont at some little corner Pub? Described as a local bar-fly and 
drunk who would visit each pub in the area at least once every night”. 
 
“No. I didn’t receive anything from the Nightshift guys…what about it?” She asked as she 
spun around to face me, her forehead a deep furrow. 
 
“Oh! I was listed as the Lead on the Case back in history. That is why I have the e-mail. The 
DNA…it has a familial tie to Bob and Sandra Hammond…Peter John Hall is the missing son 
of the two, so it would seem from the DNA connection. Remember that Case? A typical 
Domestic Violence homicide murder stroke suicide situation. About three years…maybe 
three and half years ago now. The Inquest was conducted while I was in Hospital. You fronted 
up to give evidence. Bob Hammond killed his missus and then committed suicide by taking 
an overdose of painkillers…remember?” 
 
“You remember that Case? Why?” She looked agog at me; her arms flung wide in a 
questioning gesture. 
 
“What do you mean why?” I countered, not comprehending her reaction. 
 
“Was there something special about it in your eyes?” 
 
“No, not really. No, not at all…” I looked at the computer screen thinking I must have done 
something wrong. My mind doing double-takes trying to figure out the boo-boo. 
 
“Okay, I’ll bite. Then how come you remember it?” 
 
I shrugged my shoulders. Looked around at my desk thinking an answer was gouged into the 
smooth surface of the desktop. Shook my head, opened my eyes wide as if they were not 
focusing on anything. Pushed my chin into my chest as a sign of surprise. 
 
“I couldn’t tell you why I remembered that Case as there was nothing special or significant 
about it”. I reiterated. I raised my eyebrows and shrugged. 
 
“Okay…” Shelley murmured, nodding her head. “Okay…what about it?” 
 
“A One Punch attack about three weeks ago. The chap who was killed? No fixed address. A 
wanderer. A bum. They did a blood test including a DNA examination and it came back as a 
familial connection to the two Hammonds. Remember the daughter saying that she had a 
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brother who pissed off from home in his late teens never to be heard of again. We were a little 
worried as a DNA forensic trace picked up remnants of DNA in the Kitchen beside the 
bloodied body of Sandra Hammond that showed a familial connection to her. It wasn’t his 
DNA that was found in the home but another familial connection so estranged son, now 
deceased, hadn’t been on-site at the Hammond home…” 
 
“What does that mean?” She asked, rapidly losing interest. 
 
“It shouldn’t have been there if the son had not spoken to the family for yonks. Over twenty 
years. We missed that point thinking the guy had shown up at some time prior to the incident 
occurring. We put out an International Warrant on the man…arrm…Peter John 
Hammond…he kept the same first name and initials by the looks of it…he was never found. 
You always had that suspicion that he may have pummelled his mother Sandra to death while 
old man Hammond was down the road buying the Papers. The old bloke comes back to find 
his missus dead. He freaks, deciding he can’t live without her so he takes his own life…but 
the Coroner saw it differently once you read the note Bob Hammond left on his 
Laptop…thinking about it, it was a little ambiguous…the long-lost son was never considered 
a reasonable alternative by the Coroner because of the note even though the daughter was 
adamant that her Dad could never kill her Mum or kill himself…that was about it, wasn’t it?” 
 
Shelley was dumb struck. She sat there not moving, her mouth open, her jaw dropping close 
to my desk surface, bug-eyed looking startled. Staring at me but not focusing on me. 
 
“You remember all that? From a Case years ago…before you had that fall and cracked your 
head open!? Before you had your heart transplant? Bloody remarkable…you were still in 
Hospital when the Coronal Enquiry was held and yes, it was found that Bob Hammond killed 
his wife then took his own life by overdosing on painkillers. The daughter was most 
vocal…and always had been since the deaths occurred…debunking the Findings. Never 
believing her father capable of killing her mother then himself”. 
 
“Yeah…” I said as I sat up, proud of my recollections. “Maybe I’ve turned that corner…” 
 
“Maybe, you think? Bloody oath, it sure looks like it. I bloody hope so as I was getting sick 
and tired of carrying you like a two-year-old…” 
 
“A two-year-old!? After all the years I have spent captaining this ship teaching you the 
ropes…” 
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“Give me strength…so what you are saying is the Trace found around the bloodied body of 
Missus Hammond was not that of her long-lost son, Peter Hammond aka peter Hall?” 
 
“Yep…that’s about it…and more importantly, the DNA trace had no paternal connection with 
her husband…we both missed the importance of that”. 
 
“Then who’s is it?” 
 
“Don’t know, but there is a familial connection to the woman only…” 
 
“Is that enough…you know, the sudden identification of the estranged son showing that the 
DNA trace at the crime scene wasn’t his…would that be enough on its own to have the 
Coronal Findings overturned?” 
 
“No, I don’t think so…it would need a darn sight more than that…but it is a worrying aspect, 
don’t you think?” 
 
“Mmm…it’s good that you can remember such detail from a Case that wasn’t that spectacular. 
Very good, Joe. Welcome back”. She gave me a smile that had me worried. 
 
Welcome back!? 
 
Where the hell did she think I had been!! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
 
 
Clive Butler, the Boss of the Murder Squad had survived the recent attempt to blacken his 
name. 
 
In fact, the complaint was withdrawn by the three Complainants who had marched into his 
Office demanding an interview with some of his people. This had riled Butler to loudly voice 
his anger…thus the complaint! In withdrawing the complaint, it meant that the 2IC Nightshift 
Manager did not have to keep Clive’s chair warm while the slow bureaucratic process of 
resolving bruised egos was dealt with. CB was heard to murmur he was sorry the Case ended 
in such a manner as he was looking forward to time off…the house needed painting! 
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He sat his expansive bum down on the edge of my desk. No matter how hard I tried, I could 
not imagine his frame up a ladder painting away joyously…it was just not in his make-up, 
and I doubted there was a ladder manufactured in the land that would safely support his 
weight! 
 
“Joe? Okay, I’ll bite! Why have you requested the entire Murder Case Volumes on the 
Hammond Murder/Suicide Investigation of Two Thousand and Fifteen and the entire 
Transcripts of the Coronal Enquiry of July this year into the two deaths? Don’t beat around 
the bush…just give it to me in your usual succinct style, huh?” A smile on his face. 
 
“Because Boss, I believe we may have fucked up!” 
 
“Mmm…I asked; you gave it to me…go on, a little more detail, please”. 
 
“A gent by the name of Peter John Hall was the recipient of a One-Punch-Attack some weeks 
back. Killed after having his head slam with some force into the edge of the gutter kerb as he 
fell. A standard blood and DNA examination conducted on his body revealed him to be the 
long-lost estranged son of Bob and Sandra Hammond who were the subjects of that Coronal 
Enquiry…” 
 
“I’m missing something here, am I not?” 
 
“There was DNA trace found inside the Hammond home that was presumed to be that of the 
missing son…and an International Warrant was issued for his arrest…it was never satisfied”. 
 
CB sat there shaking his head, still not managing to grasp the meaning of the find. 
 
“The DNA sample from Peter John Hall, the estranged son…did not match the DNA trace 
found at the Hammond home…which means we have a person out there who could have been 
the real Perp in this situation…and the DNA indicates a familial connection to the 
mother…but not the father”. 
 
“Hang on! That does not indicate any guilt on the part of this mysterious person…sure he 
maybe the son born out of wedlock…wasn’t there something about infidelity on the part of 
the woman early in the marriage?” 
 
“Or as was indicated in the Suicide Note left by Bob Hammond, the result of an affair by his 
wife while married to Bob…several that he was aware of, but the knowledge did not seem to 
taint the image and the loyalty he had for his wife”. 
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“The owner of said DNA trace having been a visitor to the home in the weeks prior to the 
murder suicide occurring…with no suspicious intent involved…” The Boss interrupted. 
“DNA does not unfortunately, provide a time-line of when it was deposited. Wasn’t the trace 
found in the Kitchen? Where one would take said visitor if there was that knowledge of the 
person being a son born out of wedlock…or even in her marriage. A plausible alternate reason 
why the trace was there, according to the Coroner. That question was answered succinctly by 
the Coroner that satisfied most people…except for the daughter so I remember. She has even 
rung me to go on about how innocent and incapable her father was of even killing a bloody 
ant…that type of reaction is expected with some…a few who are left behind and have a 
sanitised opinion of the parents”. 
 
I nodded my head, agreeing with his statement. I held up my finger to make what I thought 
was an important and relevant point. 
 
“The DNA should have been checked further as we have a person, identity unknown, who 
may or may not have been involved in the tragedy…but most certainly, was at the premises 
some time prior to the incident. It has not ‘red flagged’ anything since the event so the person 
is not in the system…but still, we settled on it being the errant son’s DNA without considering 
any other plausible alternative…we stuffed up!” 
 
“I really don’t think that warrants a complete re-examination of the case…I consider it a 
complete waste of time of your scant resources and time…and I think you are being too hard 
on yourselves…wasn’t there a Suicide Note left by the Hammond guy which the Coroner 
based his findings on…it was quite explicit in its detail?” 
 
“Sir, when you add this…this other ‘related’ person into the mix, then the note could be 
construed as rather ambiguous…” 
 
“Are you suggesting that this ‘other’ person actually wrote the note?” 
 
“No, sir. I am confident that Bob Hammond wrote the note…or…I think so in any case…and 
did not have Painkillers forced down his throat…they were self-administered, enough to kill 
him…” 
 
“I really don’t see the need for this time wasting, but I’ll permit its examination as long as it 
does not interfere with other Cases you may have. Understand? It will be a good lesson for 
young Stonefield. Allow her to carry out the cross-checking of the case, okay”. 
 
“Yes Boss”. 
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Shelley half turned her Office Chair, that tight smile that only I could see indicating her 
pleasure at how I had gotten around the Boss. 
 
Clive stood, straighten his trousers, and turned to return to his Office. He suddenly spun back 
to me. 
 
“One thing Joe. How do you remember such fine detail of a Case that did not set the world 
on fire? It hardly rated a mention in the Media at the time, if my memory serves 
correctly…and the Coronal Enquiry…not a word in the Print Media…you were in Hospital 
at the time of the Inquest enjoying the benefits of being spoon fed so you knew nought about 
it. How do you remember it when of late, since your heart attack and collapse here in the 
Office, you have trouble recalling who your partner is?” He smiled to let me know he was 
joking, but the gist of the matter remained…and was understood. 
 
I shrugged my shoulders, raised my eyebrows. 
 
Buggered if I knew! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN 
 
 
It was one of those many mornings where I had trouble getting out of bed to face a new day, 
let alone make the journey into the Office. The only saving grace was my return to an exercise 
regime morning and afternoon down in the Sub-Basement Gym. The feeling of the water 
sluicing over my scalp as I swam multiple laps seemed more pronounced than ever before. 
The action a soothing antidote for my lethargy. 
 
Go figure! 
 
My hair had not grown that much since leaving hospital and with grey tinges at the temples, 
it looked good, so I thought. However, the scar tissue around the section of scalp they had cut 
away did not encourage hair growth…neither did that slight furrow towards my temple caused 
by a bullet whizzing past…far too close! So, my slightly long buzz cut looked more like a 
jigsaw puzzle in parts…I was hoping for quick hair growth to help hide the mess! 
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We were directed to a known Drug Addict ‘hang-out joint’ in an abandoned house out 
Arncliffe way. I looked around and wondered how people could use the run-down premises 
as even a place to chill. It was disgusting. No-one in their right mind would want to kip here. 
 
I did not want to be there. 
 
“Any ID?” 
 
“None, Joe”. 
 
Andrew Waller stood, a sad expression as he straightened, stretching his back, his hands on 
his hips. He sighed deeply. I nodded at the young man. This would be about his first Case 
performance as a fully-fledged Forensic Pathologist in his own right with two young 
Assistants to help him out. 
 
It seemed like forever that he had been the Number One Assist to Brenda Wzerlic, who was 
at this moment doing another stint at some University in England. She was earning an 
international reputation of her own. I wondered what her Surgeon husband thought of her 
growing reputation and international tripping about, he stuck here in Sydney with the two 
dogs, one cat, a Parakeet, two Budgies and a Housekeeper who came twice a week to clean 
up the mess usually left for Bree to clean up…according to her. 
 
Her career direction mirrored that of Dominique Sherbaverst who had followed a similar path 
many moons ago. I thought Brenda was positioning to become Head of the Forensic Medicine 
Unit at the Morgue upon Muscles’ retirement which was hurriedly approaching. His back was 
beginning to interfere with his normal duties, but you would never hear him mention that fact! 
 
I clucked my tongue, looking around at the shattered interior of the room. 
 
The place stunk of rising damp, old age, stale piss, and unwashed bodies. A soiled mattress 
in one corner that seemed to have ‘things’ crawling over its expanse. Squashed up Newspaper 
pages, evidence of a small fire that had almost burnt through the wide floorboards. The render 
of the walls laying in scree puddles on the floor. The speckled walls having that appearance 
of an old man’s arm full of blisters and kidney spots and burn marks where melanoma growths 
had been excised. The opposite wall graffiti-ridden with indistinguishable scrawls and 
markings. The clever tags that no-one else could decipher…or really care about. 
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“She’s very attractive…good skin condition…she has washed her hair recently…and it is 
styled”. Frederica commented. “Looks after her fingernails and toe-nails. She doesn’t belong 
here…this is not her scene”. 
 
“You think? She has OD’ed. A drug overdose…a Squatter’s House known to the Local Lads 
as a Druggie’s hang-out. This is not the first young OD pulled out of these premises…and I 
guess it won’t be the last”. Waller commented, standing looking down at the prone body of 
the Deceased. 
 
That was obvious as the needle was still sticking out of her lower arm. The tourniquet hanging 
loosely around her upper arm. 
 
“Seen enough?” Waller asked quietly. 
 
“Yeah…” I answered sadly. 
 
This would become another statistic with her given a Pauper’s Funeral after being kept in the 
Morgue Refrigerator system for several years. Shoved out as more room was required for 
those who could be identified and passed on to grieving relatives…who left friends and family 
behind who knew of the disappearance of a loved one. We would sit the File on the edge of 
my desk until some-one may claim the body…or it would just slither down that slippery pole 
to become an ‘Unsolve’ joining the ever-present list of drug deaths. Over-dose, that is how it 
would be signed off…an easy solution. Another sudden and unexplained death solved. 
 
No Perp…and the drug victim never identified. A sad end to a young life. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 
 
I guess I was in my early Forties when I ceased the early morning or early or late evening run 
around the Council paths of the neighbourhood. Or running the two kilometres to the Athletic 
Field where Marge Hendricks, my former first partner and I use to meet up and do a dozen 
laps or so of the Field. 
 
It seemed a long time ago when I thought about it. 
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I stopped on Medical advice. Shin soreness that could develop into hairline cracks if I 
continued. 
 
I did try and keep up the jogging regime on a Jogging Machine down in the Sub-basement 
after a dozen or so laps of the pool, but it was never the same. 
 
For some reason after I came out of Hospital, I took up the habit one night to jog slowly…just 
a quick walk for want of a better description, back down to the Athletic Field. To do several 
circuits of the Field, taking AU2 with me for company. This return to the exercise regime 
seemed to correspond with a sudden realisation that my memory and recall had suddenly 
improved. Whether there was a connection or not, not even the Specialist would offer an 
opinion, but he did not tell me to stop this new nightly habit. He had laughed at my suggestion 
connecting exercise with my new-found mental cognitive brilliance. 
 
I struggled up the embankment that almost surrounded the Athletic Field and Playing Oval, 
AU2 bounding up as though the last twenty minutes of fast walking around the perimeter of 
the Field was just a distant memory. Cutting out the usual route to detour for a short cut up to 
the Carpark and thence out onto the suburban street that took me home. 
 
I guess it was own fault wanting to try to regain some of the fitness I thought I had before my 
hospitalisation and long recuperation period. This nightly quick walk down to the Playing 
Fields some two kilometres from home. I would postpone the practise until my two girls were 
put down for the night, the normal reading of their favourite book before they snuggled under 
the blankets to go to sleep with a smile on their faces…I was sure. 
 
Then I would take AU2 and head off for that nightly regime, hoping that the muscle tone I 
had lost during my hospitalisation and recuperation period would quickly return as this habit 
was madness even to me in the middle of Winter! 
 
I really didn’t see the guy, just a blur but I had the wherewithal to duck the round-arm 
haymaker, lunging in and hitting him hard with my shoulder right in the breadbasket in 
response. AU2 barked and grabbed the guy’s ankle. The response a high-pitched yelp of pain. 
I kept on walking into the guy, the angle of the ground making me miss badly with a vicious 
kick to his nether region. I let out a lungful of air as I over-balanced falling hard on my back, 
my leg still high in the air. I felt a sting as the guy lunged at me only to be beaten back by the 
nips and barking of my faithful dog. 
 
The guy lit out. 
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AU2 instincts and innate breeding coming to the fore. She kept up with him, nipping at his 
heels as he ran to get away, flinging a string of expletives at my dog with the occasional 
lashing out with one of his now blood-soaked feet. That did no good as the Kelpie easily side-
stepped and jumped out of the way as easily as her forebears had done keeping but millimetres 
away from the flashing hooves of cattle or sheep that the dogs were rounding up. 
 
I limped, doubled over to a Park Bench seat. The wind completely out of my sails. The fracas 
having been heard by young guys on a Practise night down on the brilliantly lit Oval. They 
came bounding up to my position drawn by the shouts, barks, and yelps. I let out a shrill 
whistle knowing AU2 would hear it no matter how far away she was. She would come to my 
side. 
 
A load of people came to ask was I alright to sink backwards away from me when they spied 
the knife sticking out from the fleshy part of my thigh. I had not even noticed it! 
 
I took my Mobile Phone from my Tummy pack and dialled in Triple ‘0’ asking for both the 
Police and an Ambulance. 
 
With news of a Police Officer requiring help, the airwaves would be alive with a Paddy wagon 
and two Police Cruisers coming into the Parking Area of the Athletic and Playing Fields 
within five minutes. The Ambulance not far behind. 
 
My dog came to sit under the seat below me, with almost a smile on her face. Pleased with 
her actions. 
 
It was as I began to lie on the gurney that we heard this faint cry for help and several Uniforms 
clicked on their Maglites and began to disperse into the thick scrub further along the 
embankment. 
 
One of the young women who had footy practise earlier that night had been attacked by the 
same guy who had a go at me…the descriptions were similar. I obviously had startled and 
interrupted his sickening actions. 
 
This began a whole new round of questioning and a second Ambulance being summons. As 
she was in a far worse shape than I with facial injuries and bruising and cuts to her legs and 
lower abdomen as the guy furiously tried to rape her but failing, I was sat back on the Park 
Bench and told to wait for the second Ambulance. 
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It was then that a message cut across the Police Band airwaves of a hostage situation now 
occurring at a location no more than two kays from the Park. 
 
It was my address! 
 
A description of the Intruder matched that of our Attacker…he had Tellie and my girls 
hostage…not a great scenario as far as I was concerned. I tried to stand but was pushed back 
down onto the seat, told in no uncertain terms to stay put and that I would be of little use to 
proceedings even if I didn’t have a small knife sticking out of my leg. 
 
I felt absolutely useless. 
 
My ears now tuned in to all the radio chatter about how the situation was unfolding. 
 
Thankfully, the situation ended peacefully with Malisa confronting the guy with her AFP 
issue handgun and the high-pitched scream from her for the guy to drop to the floor. The sight 
must have been horrific as the villain didn’t waste time dropping to the floor immediately. 
 
I think it could have been Mal’s threat to blow the guy’s balls off that panicked the man…and 
Mal’s vicious look, according to Tellie. My two girls refused to go to Mal for several days 
after, their favourite Aunty! 
 
Go figure. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWELVE 
 
 
The knife wound was considered slight as it had not penetrated straight into my leg but was 
skimming just below the surface at the side of my thigh. Twelve stitches, a Tetanus Injection, 
a bottle of Antibiotics and a slither pack of Paracetamol for the pain and a crutch to aid 
walking and I was ready to go home. 
 
A Uniform Constable did the honours after we both visited the young girl who was the poor 
victim in this sorry tale. She was still shook-up and had received some sedatives to make her 
sleep. While her facial injuries looked worse than they were, it was my stumbling too close 
to the rape scene that had prevented the Perp from actual penetration, though the charge of 
attempted rape with force and carrying a prohibitive weapon would carry the same degree of 
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condemnation and sentencing. Plus, several more charges relating to me and my family that 
would anger any Judge or Magistrate. 
 
My house appeared to be in complete uproar as I endeavoured to ascend the three back steps 
up onto the Deck with the crutch supporting me. Tellie was in tears, Malisa still being 
interviewed by Uniform guys as she had unholstered her handgun…well…she had taken the 
piece from her Gun Drawer and crept around the side of the house as she was trained to do. 
She had been initially startled by the screams and the roar of the Perp to such a degree she 
knew it wasn’t the Wiggles on the TV! 
 
My girls were asleep, sharing Tellie and my large King size bed with Marge and Muscle’s 
triplets. 
 
There was still a blood trail on the Deck timber and into the Family Room area. 
 
The only person glad to see me alive was AU2 who felt she had done extra well that night. 
She had instinctively herded the Crud to the back gate, across the lawn and up onto the Deck. 
The ankles and the back of the guy’s shins were a bloodied, tattered mess. Muscles had 
cleaned up the bloody remnants still noticeable on AU2’s muzzle. He left the blood deposits 
on the Family Room floor and outside deck for me to do later that night. As if I could! He had 
done his bit with the dog! 
 
I collapsed into my favourite chair, given a coffee, and told to sit as the mess was cleaned up 
off the floor. Tellie surprised me by her reactions to the blood trail in her house. She could 
not attend to it or even look at it…she felt too squeamish! Marge Hendricks my old partner, 
and Muscles better half, did the housework, cleaning up all traces of the Perp’s blood. 
 
I couldn’t understand Tellie’s reaction and reticence. Her job as an On-site Forensic Trace 
Officer would entail much bloodier scenes on an everyday occurrence! Her reaction truly 
astonished me. 
 
Go figure! 
 
Once we were alone in our bed again, Tellie snuggled up to me, lying on the opposite side of 
me so she would not knock the offended leg. It was some time in this position before she 
wiggled free and thumped me a couple of times in the chest. 
 
“What was that for, Tells?” I managed to cry out. “Careful…I have some-one else’s heart in 
there and it may not be used to such abuse…” 
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“You’re a bastard, Joseph Lind…a real bastard”. 
 
I was lost, completely lost. Here I had saved a girl from a terrible fate and in the struggle had 
been inflicted with life-threatening injuries just this night…a few hours ago…well…more 
than that, but what the hell…you get my drift. 
 
“Joe, I don’t know how much more I can take of this…” 
 
“What do you mean, love?” 
 
“Your very want to live on the edge…being close to death all the time. Every day you go off 
to work, I wonder whether I’ll see you that night…you almost have a need for that adrenalin 
rush…another battle scar to add to the many that disfigure your body. One of these days, that 
want will be your undoing…” 
 
I sat up in bed. 
 
“C’mon, Tells. I stumbled across a guy who was trying to rape a young woman…I had taken 
a short cut instead of using the pathway up to the Parking area…I don’t know who was more 
surprised, him or me…he lashed out at me…I was merely trying to defend myself…” 
 
“That’s exactly what I mean!” Shelly cried out. 
 
She got up angrily and stomped out of the room to sleep on the Couch, me wondering what 
in hell had just happened. 
 
We never spoke of the incident or her words again which was totally the wrong idea. That 
build-up of suppress emotions would not be good for her soul…or very being…or our 
relationship. 
 
As in all things like that, it would come out eventually to bite you on the bum when you least 
expected it…I was waiting for it! 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 
 
No one seemed surprised when I hobbled into work a bit late leaning on the one crutch and 
breathing heavily. After I had conveyed the last evening’s events, there were shouts of 
encouragement and the usual ribbing from the several Office wags. 
 
You could never get a swelled head in this environment! 
 
Both Shelley and CB voiced their opposition to me being there, but CB did not order me 
home. 
 
I accepted that I would be desk bound for the week until the stitches were removed. The fact 
that I was severely hobbled to my desk made it easier for me to peruse the stack of Murder 
Volumes on the ‘Hammond Murder Suicide’ Case and the associated Coronal Inquest and 
Findings Volumes that had finally come in from Central Registry. 
 
Even though Frederica did not drink Coffee or Tea for some silly reason to do with her 
Religion…which she could not answer when I pressed her about it on one occasion, to have 
Shelley cut across my half-stir, she had adopted the curriculum of being included in the shout 
during the day. She would get herself a Hot Chocolate in lieu. No matter how often I ranted 
about the weight problems associated with a Hot Chocolate Drinker, I could never get her to 
relent and convert to our sinful habit. 
 
“You’ve only got to look at you two to see the addictive elements of caffeine and how it 
controls your daily lives…you hand out for that first sip of coffee…and I doubt it is your first 
as you more than likely would have the first of the day with your breakfast”. She would utter 
in defence of her religious stance. 
 
“Arrh…Rickie, it appears to me that you are hooked on Maccas, KFC and other Take-away 
delicacy that are not good for your heart, your salt intake, your cholesterol and it is suggested 
that French Fries are connected to cancer in later life…” 
 
She poo-poohed this statement saying that the Lord had not forbidden such delicacies. 
 
“KFC and Maccas were not around in the First Century AD…and neither was coffee or tea…” 
 
I don’t know where that left us…may be one-all! 
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The young lady had just placed a large Coffee on my desk. The smell irresistible. 
 
“Shells? Remember that Jane Doe in the Drug House…that abandoned house at Arncliffe? 
We have anything back on her yet? You know, Autopsy results, blood and tox…” I asked out 
of the blue. 
 
“Um…no…it’s a little long in the tooth, isn’t it? I’ll get Rickie to ring the Morgue to see what 
the holdup is. We gave her some responsibility on the Case, remember? CB suggested we 
give her that Case to investigate so…”. 
 
I heard her mumbling away to Rickie as I laboriously flipped through the Hammond Murder 
and Suicide Case folios. I reckon I would be knee-deep in the Case for another week before I 
could guess at a conclusion. I would wait patiently while Shelley then Frederica hummed 
through the pages before we put our collective heads together to discuss our findings, views, 
assertions, and concerns that we may have on the Case. 
 
Frederica wheeled her chair up to position it between Shelley and my desk 
 
“They’ve done another examination of the blood work-ups and tox results. They had a 
negative return for a habitual drug user. Even her organs showed no use of drugs, not even 
paracetamol! The location that the Deceased was found in is a known drug habitat with around 
six ODs at that address over the past three years. That has thrown them a bit, so Muscles has 
reported. They expect the second results through by early next week”. 
 
I nodded my head and went back to what I was doing…my heart not really into it. Something 
stirred in my grey matter, and I looked up at the young woman still sitting between Shells and 
me. 
 
“Um…Rick? Who said that the Deceased did not belong in that location as she looked after 
her finger and toenails? And had good skin and clean, shiny hair that did not go with the 
normal habitual addict?” 
 
“I did, Joe”. Rickie beamed. She had commenced on Volume One of the Hammond Murder 
and Suicide Case. You couldn’t fault her enthusiasm for the job. 
 
“Why?” 
 
“Why what?” She responded, looking blankly at me. “It’s just that she looked after her nails. 
I would have thought druggies found in circumstances like that, you know…dead from an 
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OD in an abandoned house, that would be the last thing on her mind…and another thing that 
I did not note down. Her clothes were freshly washed and ironed…and were overseas brands. 
From London”. 
 
I nodded my head… 
 
“Young lady, always note those things…those things that seem to be out of wack with the 
general scene. It could be important…or it could be irrelevant…but you never know until you 
back-track through the file. It could click with some other point that has real relevance to the 
Case. Okay?” 
 
She looked at me. Through me. 
 
I got the impression she did not like my comment thinking I was chastising her. That was the 
furthest thing from my mind. 
 
“Um…they thought they had a false reading on her blood work-ups with all her vital organs 
not showing any sign of drug use…it didn’t add up. She didn’t belong there, Joe”. She 
reiterated timidly. 
 
I again nodded at her, turning to my Laptop, clicking on the File Number for the OD Case. 
Up came my Preliminary Report that was waiting for all the Post-mortem results to be added 
before I gave it to Shells and Rickie for their input and remarks. I quickly read through the 
words. Pitifully short and lacking depth…a simple case of a street kid overdosing. A simple 
death if there was such a thing. I looked through all the photographs taken by the On-Scene 
Forensic Photographer, me and a number by Shells and Rickie. I noted Rickie’s opinions on 
the poor girl in the margin to be added properly into the second Draft of the Report. 
 
“Arrh, Rick? Have you ever done a search of the Missing Persons Register to see whether she 
has been reported missing?” 
 
“No…I should, shouldn’t I?” Half-scolding herself. “We should have been keeping an eye on 
that daily, shouldn’t we?” 
 
“Yes, we should have. My fault…the pain from my leg has been clouding my brain…” A grin 
that I hid as I bowed my head. 
 
“You poor dittums…the excruciating pain must be hard to bear…so many Painkillers would 
cloud the mind of the greatest Detective who ever lived…” I had got that rise from Shells that 
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I had wanted. She had spun around to face me, now with a concerned look on her face. “Joe? 
If you are fair dinkum about it hurting more, you should go back to the Docs. It could be 
infected…” 
 
“With all the antibiotics I’m taking!? Not bloody likely…” Though it had been concerning 
me a bit because it was also a bit hot which I did not convey as that would send Shelley right 
off! 
 
I scratched my ear as I was a little hot under the collar. While Rickie showed a high rate of 
enthusiasm, she tended to jump from one thing to the other, eventually alighting and staying 
with a Case that interested her the most. 
 
We had given her the OD Case as a simple Case to follow through. Within thirty-six hours of 
the young woman’s body being discovered, she should have added her views and comments 
to my Preliminary On-Scene Report, and she should have been following the MPR closely 
every morning to see whether the woman had been reported missing. If, as she had said on-
site that the girl did not belong in that environment, that realisation should have fired her up 
to investigate the Case a little deeper. She had abandoned that Case so it seemed to now 
concentrate on the Hammond Murder and Suicide Case which I guess was meatier in a lot of 
ways even though its re-examination may show up that Shells and I were a little lax…well, I 
was seriously thinking we had been a little slipshod in the way we had conducted the initial 
death scene. 
 
Maybe that is why she had shifted her energies, I thought to myself. To show us up if she 
could find that we had fucked up all those years ago! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 
 
Rickie spun in her desk chair to face me, a frown across her forehead. 
 
“What’s troubling you, girl?” I asked, known for my quick assessment of emotions especially 
of my colleagues and partners. 
 
“The Hammond Murder and Suicide Case? The Autopsies of the two. Wouldn’t the same 
Pathologist carry out the cutting when you know…the two belong to the same Case?” 
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“Arrh…no, not necessarily. Depends on workloads, expertise and the shift of who-ever…why 
do you ask?” 
 
“Umm…Muscles carried out the Autopsy on Sandra Hammond. Andy Waller did that of Bob 
Hammond later in the day…” 
 
“Yess…not unusual…though I would have thought the two warranted the same Pathologist 
merely for continuum…but we don’t know the workload of the Unit at that time…they are 
usually stretched to the limit at every turn…” 
 
She held up her hand. 
 
“The list of Bob Hammond’s effects including his clothing, is usually included in the Post-
mortem Report, isn’t it? And depending on the wishes of those left behind, the Deceased 
could be reclothed in those same clothes for burial purposes…or cremation as was the case 
with both adults in this Case”. 
 
“Yesss…” This could take a while, I thought. 
 
“Muscles Report on Missus Hammond detailed various head and chest injuries that could 
only have been caused by some-one kicking and stomping on her body quite viciously…that 
is what killed her. Not that much blood, mainly from various facial contusions and 
ruptures…” 
 
Something jumped into focus in my brain. I remember bending over the body of Bob 
Hammond lying on the matrimonial bed while his wife was sprawled dead on the Kitchen 
floor. I remember thinking I needed to request the man’s shoes to be removed from his feet 
and bagged for examination of blood and trace. For some reason, the thought came and went, 
and I did not follow through…whether it was a critical point or not, is not the question. It 
could have ramifications…and to put it mildly, showed I had fucked up. 
 
“He concluded, Muscles that is, concluded that the Perp who killed Missus Hammond had to 
have worn solid work boots…you know, safety work boots…” 
 
Shelley must have heard the gist of the conversation as she turned to face me, her eyebrows 
raised in a questioning manner. 
 
“According to the Autopsy List”, Rickie continued. “Bob Hammond was wearing a pair of 
soft-soled, elastic sided slippers on that morning. I doubt that such shoes could cause such 
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injuries…even though the on-site photographs were a bit gory, to me the damage could not 
be caused by some-one wearing Slippers…and even if they could, old Bob Hammond would 
not have had the strength in his legs to cause such injuries with those types of shoes on”. 
 
“Your assessment?” 
 
She nodded her head proudly. I sat back in my chair and clasped my hands in my lap. Glanced 
at Shelley who was on the verge of saying ‘I told you so’! Thankfully, she refrained. 
 
“Wellll…it would appear that you have shown us up…that we were derelict in our duty not 
giving enough thought and concentration to the Case…” 
 
“Ditto the two Pathologists who it appeared did not converse, the DPP and the Coroner who 
also missed this crucial point and connection…” 
 
“Peter John Hammond? Their estranged son. What footwear was he wearing when he was 
subjected to that one punch homicide that killed him?” Shelley asked. 
 
“Regardless of his footwear…he was homeless…no fixed address…I reckon he would have 
been wearing thongs…you know, aka flip-flops…regardless of that, it wasn’t him as we now 
know the DNA trace found around the body of Sandra Hammond wasn’t his…I think we may 
have grounds for a re-examination of the Case and the withdrawal of the original Coroner’s 
Findings. Excellent work young lady, you’ve done well. Unfortunately, you’ve shown that 
Shells and I did indeed fuck up…I guess shit happens. I don’t think the Boss will be exactly 
excited though…but…we will need to come clean with him and give him a ‘heads up’ on the 
Case. I reckon we now have sufficient grounds for a proper re-investigation”. 
 
“Arrh, yeah…whatever. Would the old bloke walk down the street in his Argyle socks and 
Bed-slippers to get the paper?” Shelley asked innocently, that tight smile on her face to show 
how she loved to throw that proverbial spanner. 
 
“I guess he could have changed into a pair of boots…if he owned a pair…” 
 
“And changed back into his slippers after realising the amount of blood on them…thrown 
them in the garbage bin…” 
 
“Who says they’re got to be heavy-duty? No…an old bloke like that who spent his entire adult 
life working in a bloody Office! Why would he have a pair of safety work boots…and why 
would he put them on to go down the road to get the paper?” 
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“Why indeed…but it is another thing we failed to do with that case…check out if he indeed 
own boots. Even Blind Freddy could see that the slippers he had on when he died could not 
cause the damage to Sandra Hammond’s body that was quite evident. We should have looked 
around more carefully is all I’m saying. We were not firing on all four that morning, were we 
Shells?” 
 
“We are stretching the friendship a bit now, Joe. Why would the guy own a pair of heavy-
duty work boots in the first place, as you hinted at before?” 
 
“Mmm…yeah…frankly I can see us fronting the Ethics and Standards Committee to explain 
our shoddiness those many years ago. We could be looking at time off without pay for our 
indiscretion on that Case…or have a Dereliction of Duty charge slapped on us…” 
 
“C’mon Joe, that’s a bit harsh. The point was overlooked by CB who had to sign off on our 
final report, the DPP and the Coroner in his later examination of the Case…they all would 
have been swayed by our Final Report…” 
 
“Don’t accuse them of anything in order to dilute our wrong-doing…” 
 
Shelley was getting a little hot under the collar. I thought because she did not like 
acknowledging the fact that we had indeed fucked up the Case. 
 
There was silence for some moments as we were left with our own thoughts. It was Frederica 
who broke the silence. 
 
“Arrh…and Joe? We may have a hit in the Missing Persons Register for our OD Jane Doe 
case. Two persons reported their friend missing last Friday…three days after the discovery of 
the body”. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 
 
We could hear the warning whispers of ‘Coppers’ sigh throughout the building as we walked 
into the Ground Floor of the Hostel with several Uniform Constables with us. I could imagine 
the mad rush for some inhabitants to hide their weed, pills, or powder. 
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We crowded into the narrow Reception Area fronting the small Service Counter as we asked 
for Pauline Saxon or Summer Hills. 
 
“They more than likely out in the garden…it’s a lovely day according to all the Pommies 
staying here…” A toothy grin. “To me it is just one degree short of Antarctica…and this little 
bloody Radiator is doing bugger all for me…if they’re not there, they maybe in their room. 
Second Floor, Room Four…arrh, let me check that”. 
 
He thumbed through a dog-eared Exercise Book, the latest contraption to do away with 
computers! 
 
“Yeah, Second Floor, Room Four”. Another toothy smile. 
 
“Arrh…yes. How do we get to the garden? We’ll check their rooms later”. 
 
“Top Floor. No Lift. Been out for a week now. Yer gotta walk. Only four floors up”. He 
pointed to the beginning of a set of stairs in the far corner of the Vestibule area. 
 
“Look, you guys go up and see if they are up there. I’ll wait here”. I uttered. 
 
Even though I had done away with the crutch, the stitches, due out on the morrow, would 
cause me grief trying to walk up so many steps. 
 
“If they’re there, bring them down…there must be somewhere private we can sit and talk to 
them on the Ground Floor…” 
 
The chap behind the Counter must have had an ear out as he coughed, excused himself and 
stated that the Dining and Kitchen area was on the Ground Floor down a narrow hallway. I 
shooed my colleagues up the stairs and walked down the passageway into a large room that 
was the Dining and Kitchen area going on the tables and chairs, the sink, cupboards, a couple 
of Micro-waves and three large Refrigerators located at one end. 
 
Two young women stood as I entered. 
 
“You’re the Police?” A very strong Pommie accent. 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
“I’m Pauline Saxon…my partner Summer Hills. Um…Jennifer Saxon is my cousin…” 
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I should have saved Shelley and Rickie and the two Constables a trip by phoning them, but I 
let them go…good exercise especially for Shelley. Climbing up and down stairs for four floors 
was good for the heart. 
 
I looked around the room. 
 
There were several other young backpackers in small huddles, talking quietly as though they 
were planning an attack on the closest Maccas! 
 
I ask that they leave us for about half an hour. 
 
The youths seemed to be less than enthusiastic to obey my wish, until I flashed my badge at 
them. A friendly smile the accompaniment. That got their attention quick smart and I noticed 
that one of the guys slip a baggy of grass into his coat pocket before standing. I thought him 
that close to lighting up. I smiled to myself. 
 
I sat with a sigh at the small table. The chair rather rickety. The two young women sitting 
opposite each other adjacent to my left and right. 
 
I introduced myself, looking intently at both girls. Attractive, slim builds. Long hair pulled 
back in tight ponytails. The way they were dressed indicated a northern hemisphere stance of 
not feeling the cold. They were into exercise. They would normally be chirpy, full of 
conversation and laughter, I thought 
 
“Um…do you have a recent photo of your cousin?” 
 
“Yes…” She fished into a large shoulder bag and slid a black and white photo of the four of 
them in front of a medium sized Campervan. The four of them looking a little pale. It could 
have been the flash washing out their complexions, I thought as I gazed intently at the group 
photo. 
 
“Where was this photo taken?” I asked, sure that I recognised an historic pub in the 
background that jigged my memory banks…of a ‘dirty’ weekend when I was coerced into 
helping a former Forensic Pathologist who now lives in Perth and is head of the Coroners 
Precinct over there. Dominique Sherbaverst. Fishing bone fragments big and small out of a 
dried-up Billabong that still had about a metre of slimy mud on the bottom. The woman one 
of Nature’s gems who entertained me tirelessly in that same beautiful old Pub for the 
weekend! 
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“Broken Hill…we were just about to leave and return to Sydney”. 
 
I nodded my head as my suspicion had been correct. 
 
“That’s Jennifer there. That’s her squeeze beside her…Jaeger Himmel. Jag or Possum. 
They’ve been like…together for forever”. 
 
“How long has your friend, Jennifer been missing do you think?” 
 
“We went to the Police…um…last Friday, yes? Jenny and Jag took off to Byron Bay for some 
Blues Festival held up there over the Long Weekend…oh…about…almost three weeks ago. 
We wanted to stay in Sydney for the Vivid Light Show. We were told not to miss it while we 
were here. They said they would be straight back which would have put them here, oh…early 
last week. We booked beds in our room for them…they haven’t showed though. We got 
worried. We couldn’t contact either of them on their mobiles…they did contact us several 
times while they were in Coffs Harbour though…that’s why we rang the Police last Friday”. 
 
I took those particulars down. Date and time plus the phone numbers of both. 
 
“How did they travel up there? By train?” 
 
“No. They hired a Camper-home. A smaller one than the one we had when we travelled out 
to Broken Hill. That bigger one that you can make out in the photo?” I again looked at the 
group shot she had given me. “Um…here…this is a photo they sent while they were camped 
at some place on their way up to Byron Bay…looks beautiful, doesn’t it?” 
 
I nodded my head and looked intently at the photo. I took down the Number plate details and 
the name of the Hire Firm that was emblazoned on the rear of the van. 
 
“Do you know where they hired the vehicle from?” 
 
“Yes. The same place we got the larger one from. They have an Office just up the road, but 
you pick up the Campervan from some spot…I can’t remember where, but they drive you 
over there…in a mini-bus…um…’Around the Block Ozvans’ or something like that. They 
have an Office up the street on the other side of the road”. 
 
I nodded my head as I continued to look closely at the photo. I knew it was the same girl who 
was lying unidentified at the Morgue. I just knew. 
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“Have you got one of your friend…and cousin as a close up?” I asked as I looked up at her. 
You could see the familial similarities in the faces of the two. They could have been mistaken 
for almost twin sisters not cousins. 
 
Saxon fished out her iPhone and scrolled through the mass of photos she seemed to have. 
 
“Um…I guess that is the closest…and the best shot I have of her”. 
 
“Can you send a copy across to my iPad?” 
 
She nodded. 
 
I gave her my particulars. She took next to no time to transfer the image over. I looked closely 
at the photo. Her phone was obviously decent quality as the photo was also of superior quality 
even when I zoomed in closer on her face to satisfy myself that our Jane Doe was the missing 
Jennifer Saxon. 
 
“So, Jaeger Himmel, her boyfriend is missing also?” I asked quietly, glancing up at Pauline 
Saxon who was the talker for them both. 
 
“Yeah…and he’d never leave Jenny by herself…so he is with her for sure…but if they 
changed their plans, they would have contacted us. We were supposed to fly out this Friday 
coming but we have delayed that until they turn up”. She sniffled. 
 
I nodded as Shelley, Rick and the two Uniforms walked into the room. They all were red-
faced and short of breath. I smiled condescendingly. Shelley gave me her best scowl as she 
sat beside me. I thanked the two young Constables for their help and stated that their help was 
appreciated. 
 
I was dismissing them. 
 
They got the message, nodding at me before turning and exiting the room. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
 
 
“Do you have a recent photo of Jaeger? Like the shot you gave me of Jennifer?” 
 
“Mmm…should have. Do you, Summer?” 
 
The two of them scrolled through their endless shots of their trip ‘Down Under’, both 
transferring a shot each of a good-looking young man full of confidence and life. A smile and 
stance that denoted his place in English upper-class society. 
 
“Just to recap for the benefit of my late arriving colleagues…you last saw them both as they 
headed out to go north. You know they did make it to Coffs?” 
 
“Yes…they sent us photos and texted us they were having like…a ball. They reckon that 
several of the bands playing up there were really cool…so cool we would have enjoyed them 
also…in a way I am now sorry we didn’t go with them”. 
 
“When are you due to fly home?” Rickie asked, a concerned look on her face. 
 
“Arrh…we were supposed to fly home from Perth, but we came back to Sydney from Broken 
Hill…we didn’t seem to enjoy the travelling much no more…we were due to fly out this 
Friday coming. Something has happened to them, hasn’t it? You are all from the Murder 
Squad, I notice”. 
 
“Would they have got themselves mixed up in drugs up in Coffs Harbour? While they were 
up there?” 
 
“Who? Jen and Jag? Huh! No way…not on. The four of us are so anti-drugs you’d think we 
had come from one of those cloistered religions or something. No, they wouldn’t touch the 
stuff. In any shape or form”. 
 
I slid my iPad over to the two girls showing a Morgue shot of our Jane Doe. 
 
“Could that be Jennifer Saxon, your cousin?” 
 
“She looks dead! No…is that Jennifer? Where’s Jag? No…you think that is Jen?” 
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“I’m sorry to have to ask you to do this for us, but could we take you across to the Morgue to 
see whether that is your cousin or not?” 
 
“It’s not. No! That is not my Jenny…” 
 
Both girls broke down crying, holding on to each other for dear life. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 
 
I nodded to Shelley that I was going outside to make a couple of calls. 
 
I leaned my bum against our Unmarked and dialled in the Morgue, getting onto Muscles. 
 
“That Jane Doe you have tucked away somewhere…I think we have a name for her. Would 
she be ready for an ID viewing?” 
 
“Um…gives us thirty minutes…yes? A couple of things…I was on the verge of ringing you. 
I think we may have a homicide case here, Joe with our Jane Doe. The girl is left-handed. 
Slight callus build-up to the side her fingers where she would hold a pen. Not as noticeable 
as it once was before kids spent more time on computers at School than in using a pen to write 
on paper…but she definitely writes with her left hand…and I have asked for another Blood 
work-up and tox as the first came back negative of any other sign of her being a drug 
addict…and her internal organs do not show the usual signs of a habitual user…” 
 
“The syringe was into her left arm…” 
 
“Yes, they don’t call you a Detective for nothing…and there are no other indications across 
her entire body of needle penetration marks. Nowhere! And the last thing. The syringe was 
placed back into the same needle point in the dermis as before but at a slightly different angle 
as it has made a secondary puncture wound to the vein…after she was dead”. 
 
“Um…our OD Case just became a Homicide Case, I reckon…seems she was given the OD 
somewhere else and then carried into that abandoned house with the syringe being then re-
inserted into her arm after she was positioned to satisfy our killer…a fair assumption?” 
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“You’re the Detective, mate, but I would not argue that point…give us half an hour to prepare 
her for showing, okay?” 
 
I signed off, pulled at my earlobe, and looked up and down the street. 
 
I noticed one of those large, illuminated Shop Signs indicating a Campervan, Motorhome and 
Vehicle Hire Business some two hundred metres up the street. I dialled in the Boss’s number 
and conveyed the latest on the Case to him. 
 
“Overseas tourists. At least we should be grateful for small mercies they are Pommie tourists. 
We won’t have that much trouble in notifying relatives and family back home and transferring 
the body when it comes to that…you say the boyfriend is missing also?” 
 
“Yes Boss. I have a feeling he is dead also…either that, or he is our main Suspect”. 
 
“Gut feeling, eh? Let us know about the Morgue ID so I can get the ball rolling through the 
proper channels before the Media get onto it”. 
 
I signed off as I stepped across the threshold into the Hire Vehicle Business. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 
 
I flashed my badge and asked on the whereabouts of a Campervan giving the bright young 
thing behind the counter the Number Plate details. 
 
“Um…Detective…um…I think you should speak to the Boss. I am not at liberty to release 
such information, even to you”. 
 
She turned nervously and addressed a figure at a desk at the rear of the room. The woman 
stood and walked towards me. 
 
“Yes?” 
 
I identified myself again and let her take her time at examining my ID Card. I enquired as to 
the present location of a V-Dub Campervan, quoting the Number Plate details from my iPad. 
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“Your interest, sir? You are a Murder Detective, I see…what is your interest in that particular 
vehicle?” She asked as she tapped away on a keyboard that she had purloined from the young 
lass at the Counter. 
 
“We believe that the two young English Tourists who hired the vehicle for a ten-day duration 
with a destination to Coffs Harbour and back have been involved in foul play…” 
 
“You mean they have been murdered, Officer?” 
 
“Arrh…yes…during their travels”. 
 
“Mmm…the vehicle in question was returned on the expiration day of the signed Contract 
date. Last Friday week ago as agreed under the terms of the Contract…all paperwork in order 
and signed off to the satisfaction of both parties”. 
 
“By the two young English tourists?” 
 
“I presume so, Detective. Yes”. 
 
“Where is it now?” 
 
“Um…at our Depot here in Sydney…” She replied after travelling professionally…and 
rapidly across the keyboard. 
 
“So, it hasn’t been hired back out as yet?” 
 
“No, sir. No.” 
 
“Can you have it quarantined until I can arrange for a Forensic Team to examine the vehicle?” 
 
“I would imagine it has been detailed waiting for another trip out…” 
 
“No matter…could you please arrange that, immediately. Um…in thinking about it, I would 
imagine we will need to transport the vehicle to our Forensic Vehicle Impoundment Yard for 
a detailed examination. Where is your Depot?” 
 
“Alexandria…is that necessary, Officer? Even though we do not have a Reservation on the 
Van, it could occur at any moment, and we have very few in stock at present”. 
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“Sorry, but this is a double homicide investigation…your cooperation will be appreciated”. 
 
“Yes, indeed. A double Homicide investigation, you say? How horrible. I hope our name will 
not be bandied about as some bad omen. The overseas aspect of our Business would fall 
through the floor…” 
 
“A young English couple are presumed dead, madam. We will endeavour to keep your good 
name intact though once the Media gets hold of the story; I cannot guarantee that be the case”. 
I gave her a tight smile. “As they say ma’am, any publicity is good publicity”. 
 
I loathe those people who ignore the plight of the dead over the needs of the living. Don’t 
think about the poor victims and they will just disappear leaving us to get on with life, seems 
to be their attitude. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 
 
As I walked back to the Hostel, I rang the Forensic Vehicle Yard, quoting the File Number 
for the Jane Doe OD Case, supplying the address of the Depot and the make and Number 
Plate of the Campervan I required to have a complete DNA, trace, and fingerprint examination 
on. 
 
I walked slowly into the Dining come Kitchen area, informing Shelley and Frederica of what 
I had undertaken while away from the room. They both nodded in acknowledgement. 
 
“Um…Pauline Saxon is not too good. She has gone up to her room to lie down for a bit…until 
we are ready to go. I’ll give her a ring”. 
 
“Not yet, Shells”. I glanced in her direction; my hand raised slightly to indicate we needed to 
give the Morgue time to prepare the body for viewing. She nodded her head, understanding 
the situation. 
 
We sat patiently at the table as Summer Hills filled us in on the families involved. Shelley 
had her iPad on the table aimed at the young lass and on ‘record’. We learning some of the 
history surrounding the families that went back several centuries in the area. The Saxon family 
lived in relative opulence in the north of England close to the Scottish border, residing in the 
family ‘seat’ for several centuries. 
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“A Castle!?” Rickie exclaimed delightedly. 
“No…not really. A Manor House that is musty, draughty, and always chilly. By comparison 
to more important Houses of England, this is a poor cousin, but it still ranks on the National 
Trust. Has had a Saxon in residence for several centuries…” 
 
“Jaeger Himmel? That would be a German name, wouldn’t it?” 
 
She nodded her head. 
 
“Goes back a long way in the District. Yes, it is German, but they have been part of the 
environment up around that area for a long time also. Jag’s parents are divorced. His mother 
married some Lord who he says is nothing but an oaf. He lives with his father on some Estate 
but keeps in contact with his mother when his step-father needs to attend Parliament”. 
 
“And you?” 
 
“Huh! Considered the poor part of this foursome even though my mother and father are both 
professional people and I attended the same School as the other three. We are all doing our 
Teachers Degree and we have always wanted to come out here to teach…in some outback 
town here in Australia…we all fell in love with Australia and Ozzies the first time we came 
here…at the end of the First Year at Teachers College…now? I don’t know what will happen. 
I’ll go up and see how Pee is. Won’t be long.” 
 
I nodded my head, asking Rickie to accompany the young woman. The young woman baulked 
at this at first, but then shrugged her shoulders in resignation and gave Rickie a tight smile as 
both walked off together. 
 
“Summer Hills and Pauline Saxon are in a lesbian relationship, Joe”. 
 
“So?” 
 
Shelley looked at me. Glowered then shook her head as though she couldn’t believe this 
bloody imbecile. It never occurred to me that Rickie may have misgivings on the lesbian 
relationship because of her religious beliefs. Thinking about it, it should never be a problem 
and we needed to desist with this mollycoddling of the young Detective. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 
 
 
Both girls were crying, holding each other tightly. 
 
I walked heavy-heartedly from the small Viewing Area away from the quiet sobs. The girls 
had been offered Tea or Coffee and a couple of biscuits as though these things were the 
panacea of all sadness. 
 
I slumped into Muscle’s office chair and booted up his Computer to transfer across to my 
Account of proceedings as I dialled in the Boss’s number. 
 
Frederica came to sit in the one Visitor’s chairs on the other side of Muscles’ desk. 
 
I looked at her, my eyebrows raised in a questioning manner. I thought the atmosphere in the 
small Viewing Area may have been a little heavy. 
 
“Yeah, you know…I…you know…I thought you may have needed a hand…” 
 
I nodded my head, thinking that may have been a reasonable excuse, it never entering my 
head she may have found it uncomfortable sitting in the same room as two lesbians in a tight 
embrace sobbing on each other’s shoulder. Her religion shaming such carry-ons between two 
adult women. I held up my hand to stop any further conversation when the Boss came on the 
line. 
 
“Confirmation, Boss. Our Jane Doe is definitely Jennifer Saxon…” 
 
I gave him the full details. Name, age, DoB, height, weight, colour of eyes and hair and all 
details on medical scars. Her Mobile Number, address back home in England and her parents’ 
names and address. Her English License and Passport details. It would be up to him to 
cooperate with our Overseas Police Liaison Office to contact New Scotland Yard and then 
the Local Coppers in the north of England to advise the parents of this tragedy. 
 
“The boyfriend?” 
 
“Mmm…it is still my gut feeling that the guy is dead and had nothing to do with the death of 
Saxon…I’ll still put an ‘All Points’ Alert out on him though. Nothing else? A nasty business 
all round, huh?” 
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I then rang the NSW Police Communications Liaison Officer asking for full account details 
of both Jennifer Saxon and Jaeger Himmel’s mobile phone connections. All incoming and 
outgoing calls and SMSs for the past twenty-one days. Also, a full ‘Location Schematic’ of 
both phones for that period. That would be a little easier to obtain as they were overseas 
mobiles on free-roam mode which immediately differentiated them from the millions of 
mobile signals in Australia. I particularly wanted to know the present locations of those 
phones if they were still on the ‘grid’. 
 
I tapped in Himmel’s particulars onto the Missing Persons’ Register and anchored the latest 
photo we had of him onto the page. I also placed an ‘All Points’ Bulletin out on the man in 
connection with the homicide murder of Jennifer Saxon on or about seven days ago on or near 
Arncliffe in NSW. Approach with caution although he has not shown any previous occasions 
to violence. 
 
I signed out of that site and leaned back in the executive chair. 
 
“Comfy?” Muscles asked as he came into his Office. 
 
“Yes, I could fall asleep in this chair…very comfy. I had a loan of your phone system and 
computer. Thanks”. 
 
“Mmm…let this be a lesson to you, young lady, never assume you can just waltz into some-
one’s office and start to use their equipment…there could be confidential material on it that 
should not be shared with anyone else…” 
 
“Like dirty pictures…or in your case, perhaps a list of sick jokes that you have obtained from 
the Net…to enhance your sick sense of humour on a daily basis, hmmm?” 
 
“He thinks he is so clever, young lady, just because he has Detective in front of his name. A 
serious case of a prig and so above us mere mortals”. 
 
“Yep, above some, that’s for sure! I’ve finished, mate. I think”. 
 
“There you go, complete rudeness shown by the man. Be politer and you will find cooperation 
comes more easily…would you like a coffee, Rickie?” 
 
“Thanks, but no thanks. I do not drink Tea or Coffee”. 
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“A Coke perhaps. Lemonade? You should keep your sugar levels up especially in distressing 
times like this”. 
 
“No, thank you. I’m fine”. She lifted her bottle of water as though it provided all the minerals 
and sugar one required to get through a sad day. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 
 
 
We had an early start, something that I thought was a bad idea as soon as I got out of bed. 
 
It was freezing cold as we walked the length of the street on which the abandoned house was 
located. We knocked on every door, hoping to catch people home before they left for work. 
There were a few angry people being woken at such an hour on a freezing morning by our 
continued knocks. Everyone seemed aware that the vacant dwelling was a local druggie hang-
out and several recalled that there had been a couple of OD deaths associated with the 
premises. 
 
A man who worked Night Duty and had just arrived home remembered seeing a white van 
parked in the driveway of the house. Nothing else. He could not remember the night, but he 
was heading for work, walking to the Railway Station nearby, so it had to be around ten-
thirty, ten-forty-five at night. He then closed the door in our faces, supposedly because he was 
dog-tired wanting desperately to get some sleep! 
 
“A new recruit to Night Shift, yer reckon?” 
 
“Yeah…” I smiled at Rickie’s contribution as we walked back down the front footpath, our 
hands deep in pockets. 
 
I would normally take such a sighting with a grain of salt, but in this case, it would be 
extremely rare that a white van should be parked at such a location at that time of night. None 
of the occupants of the vacant premises, if there were any on that night, could not or would 
not own a vehicle. A safe bet to my way of thinking. So, it was there for a far more nefarious 
reason…if the claim was true! 
 
I could assume therefore, that the van had been used to transport the body to the premises. 
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The sun was trying hard to break up the heavy fog as we considered going somewhere warm 
for a coffee. 
 
My mobile rang as the three of us sat in the warm interior of our Unmarked ready to toss a 
coin on whether we should visit Maccas or not. It more than likely the only place that would 
be open at this time of morning where a half-decent coffee could be purchased. 
 
“Detective Lind”. I answered, wondering what wanker would be ringing me well before my 
usually morning start time. 
 
“Senior Constable John Beyer. Bondi Junction Station. We have a suicide ‘dropper’. The 
body discovered this morning by an early morning jogger. At the base of the cliff-line at 
Marks Park which is the southern most headland to Bondi Beach. A favourite gay hangout 
and life-ending location for them”. 
 
I knew of Marks Park on the headland. It had a bad reputation which it had held for more than 
forty years. 
 
In the late Seventies and early Eighties there had been over twenty deaths around that area, 
many victims of that long last step off the cliff. Most were actually ‘Gay Hate’ Homicide 
crimes that still had not been resolved, causing several Books, Newspaper Articles, and one 
or two TV tele-movies to be aired on the subject. The poor bastards bashed up and then 
forcefully thrown off the high cliff-line simply because they were gay! There were several 
Suspects, one a former Cop of some influence and sway, shall we say, but the Courts had seen 
perilously few guilty persons brought to justice over the myriad cases. 
 
“Why are you ringing me?” I asked, a little perplexed…and peeved. 
 
“The guy had identity on his person. Jaeger Himmel, sir. You have a red flag on his name on 
an ‘All Points’ Alert and in the Missing Persons Register. We rang your Office to be advised 
that you had an early start this morning. If you had been at your place of residence, I would 
not have troubled you until later in the morning, sir”. 
 
“Shit…very thoughtful of you Senior Constable…um…it will take us maybe an hour to get 
out there this time of morning. The peak hour has just started…” 
 
“The Night Shift Chief Clerk in your Office advised me of your early morning start…um…a 
siren, sir. It is known to work”. 
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“Yesss…how thoughtful. I doubt our man is going too far in any case, so a siren maybe 
considered a little over the top…and besides, you are not going to get me clambering down a 
fifty-metre sheer rock cliff-face…especially this time of morning…” 
 
“Hah…no sir. The Rescue Unit will not be here for some time yet because of the same reason 
as you, sir. The body is above and away from the waterline so there is no chance of it being 
washed off the rocks below…though there is a bit of a swell this morning which may increase 
as the tide comes in…and the wind is from the south-east, which won’t help”. 
 
“In that case, Senior Constable, we will see you when we get there”. 
 
I tabulated ‘Marks Park, Tamarama Headland’ into the GPS thingamajig and let the 
infuriating woman who lived inside the thing direct us to our destination. She took offence 
when Shelley detoured through a ‘Drive-thru’ Maccas to get coffee for her and me. That was 
just not on, according to her way of thinking. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 
 
 
“What do you reckon?” 
 
“It’s hard to drive and enjoy a decent quality McCafé coffee at the same time so early in the 
morning”. Shelley quipped. 
 
“Mmm…I guess…it’s against the Law to drink and drive, you know. You reckon we could 
have multiple homicides here?” 
 
“Yer good, Tonto. I think I may award you another feather!” 
 
“I don’t know whether my head could take the additional weight…” I responded deadpan. 
 
“Mmm…me thinks you’d need a larger head-band in any case, that’s for sure”. 
 
“The same colour?” 
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“To match your eyes”. She replied as she turned to me, that tight smile on her face. A quick 
sip of coffee before she placed it back in the plastic holder…all this as she drove keeping up 
with the early morning traffic. 
 
“Mmm…that I’ll look forward to, oh Masked One with a big white hat sitting on a big white 
horse”. 
 
Shelley parked the Unmarked up close to a line of Patrol Cars, Paddy Wagons, an Ambulance, 
A Morgue van, and several trucks from the Police Rescue Squad. We opened the doors to 
alight and were accosted by a biting, frigid wind whistling in off the ocean. A bitterly cold 
sou easterly. I turned the collar of my suit coat up and shoved my hands deep into my pants 
pockets. I have got to buy myself one of those thick woollen overcoats…and a scarf, I thought 
to myself as a turned-up suit collar did little. 
 
“You’re late, guys…” Andrew Waller stated good-humouredly as his way of welcoming us 
to the high, exposed headland. He also bundled up against the wind. “The…arrh…the Rescue 
guys are a little concerned about going over the cliff in this wind…and they say it could also 
be a little stiff for a chopper to do the honours. We’ll have to wait and see what they decide 
on. There was a pile of clothing and stuff under that bench seat over there. A Mister Jaeger 
Andrew Himmel, I understand from what information was in the wallet with the stuff. The 
boyfriend of that girl we found in that vacant house out Arncliffe way the other week. I did 
the Autopsy on the poor girl. A bloody pity. What do you reckon, he kills his squeeze and 
then takes his own life?” 
 
“Hah! You want to jump ship and join the ranks of us Murder Dees, huh? Life a little boring 
in the Autopsy Room. What? Muscles run out of sick jokes?” 
 
“Yeah…his sick jokes could drive anyone to drink…or thinking of joining the Murder Squad. 
Where in hell does he get them? He has a new handful nearly every day…” 
 
“Buggered if I know, mate. Maybe there is a special online site called a Thousand and One 
Sick Jokes to Annoy Your Friends With, huh? If there is such an animal, Muscles would have 
smelled it out”. 
 
“Ha-ha! I don’t doubt that…you reckon he may have done his girlfriend in and then jumped 
himself?” 
 
I looked down at the ground knowing we had another homicide on our hands. For a Pommie 
backpacker to kill his girlfriend leaving her in a position that would have us scratching our 
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heads as she was not a drug user…ever. Then he goes and jumps over a cliff onto the rocks 
below in an area famous for numerous gay hate murders was way too pat. It did not sit well 
with me at all…it was just a bland attempt to muddy the waters the same as the girlfriend’s 
fate. Still, I would keep my suspicions close to my chest for the moment. 
 
“Don’t really know, mate until a bright young Forensic Pathologist does his bit on the 
body…you did an excellent job on that syringe position in Saxon’s arm…turned the possible 
OD into a Homicide Case. Thanks for that, just what we needed”. I slapped the guy on the 
back to show him I was stirring. He gave a chuckle. 
 
“Well, with nothing to indicate that she was a ‘User’ in any shape or form, I decided to dig a 
little deeper…pun intended…it just didn’t add up. We were lucky we still had the body. In a 
normal case like that, she would have been gone from the Fridge straight after the Autopsy. 
In her case, we will have to wait until we get something back from England. I understand her 
parents are flying out to take charge of her body in the next day or two. They want to take her 
home…” 
 
I nodded my head. We had the same information. 
 
“Good on you. Excellent work, young fella…even when she was still a Jane Doe! We didn’t 
have positive ID on her for about a week after she was found”. 
 
“Yeah…storage is getting a little tight. We’ll be glad when we can move to our new premises. 
The Cold Room is twice as large as the one we have now. There’s been times when we have 
had to store bodies out in the backyard in one of those Freezer Containers…” 
 
“Now that’s nice to know. The container used again to store Lamb carcasses in by any chance. 
Or Chinese Take-aways? Frozen Pizzas?” 
 
“Could be…anything is possible!” A smile to indicate his sick sense of humour. No wonder 
he and Muscles got on so well! 
 
I shook my head in mock disgust. It was my shout for coffee. 
 
We sat and stood around for almost three hours. Some-one of good taste ordered in one of 
those ‘Meals on Wheels’ or ‘Snacks on Tracks’ Vans that served up more than decent coffee 
and the best Chicken and Vegetable Soup I think I’ve ever tasted. By accounts, the Pumpkin 
Soup was just as good! The Van sold out of Meat Pies and Sausage Rolls, Sandwiches and 
both soups well before Lunchtime. 
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We gave up in disgust not wanting to spend another minute being pummelled by the savage 
wind. We headed back to the Office. 
 
It was too cold out in that biting wind for me. At least it had blown away the heavy fog that 
had blanketed the City early on, causing the cancellation of all flights in and out of Kingsford 
Smith Airport nearby. 
 
The Rescue Team were waiting for a wind change or for it to weaken before they would go 
over the edge of the fifty-metre cliff to retrieve the body. The change eventually occurred 
mid-afternoon. 
 
All I can say is that some guys are more tenacious and have more patience than I…to tell you 
the truth, I wanted a change of scenery inside an hour! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE 
 
 
It was the following morning with me still mired in the Hammond Homicide and Suicide 
Case. We were trying to track down the illegitimate son of Sandra Hammond. We only had a 
rough idea of the birth date and where she went to have the baby. That was not enough 
information to successfully track him down no matter what avenue of examination we 
took…it wasn’t enough. 
 
My Mobile rang in its dock giving me a reprieve from the boring examination of suspects 
who may have been involved in similar deaths to that of Sandra Hammond. I was trying a 
different tack. Shelley and Rickie continued the adoption roles. 
 
I picked up my phone on automatic, answering on remote control. 
 
“Joe? Andy Waller. Just finished the autopsy on Jaeger Himmel…came in early as we had a 
bit of a back-log seeing as how I was out of the Office for most of yesterday…” 
 
His Office was stainless steel tables and sluice sinks. The occasional need to trundle out a 
body from the Fridge and do his Reports by Voice Recognition with the result perused just 
before knock-off time at a table desk at one end of the Autopsy Room with the smell of 
formaldehyde and strong antiseptics heavy in the air. How the other half works, eh? 
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I couldn’t do it though he seemed to glory in the process and the situation. 
 
“Um…firstly…our Deceased was already dead when flung from the top of the cliff. My 
estimation is that death may have occurred sometime between seven to ten days ago…and his 
body frozen for some time…the closest I’ll get is five days…before he was transported to the 
cliff top. Several of his internal organs, even after being exposed for some twelve hours before 
we retrieved his body and removed it to the Morgue were still showing signs of having been 
frozen with others still showing signs of thawing…” 
 
“You’re saying he was given the old heave-ho sometime early morning…say twelve midnight 
through to around six the other morning?” 
 
“Yes…although I would narrow it down to between two to five yesterday morning…” 
 
“…and you are saying he more than likely was killed around the same time as his girlfriend, 
Jennifer Saxon?” 
 
“Yes…around that same time. Yes”. 
 
“Anything else?” 
 
“Yes. He was strangled to death. I’d say from behind going on the bruise marks around his 
neck”. 
 
“Jesus! What have we got here? We start off with a Missing person to end with two homicides. 
Someone has been busy”. 
 
“Some-one who has gone to an inordinate amount of trouble to try and cover up these 
homicides. In the case of Jennifer Saxon…an OD Case and her boyfriend? Tossed from the 
very cliffs that have earned a reputation for Gay Suicides in the past…some trouble has been 
expended to try and mask their deaths as accidental or self-inflicted”. 
 
“Yeah…and the two returned the Campervan on the day that the Contract ended, signed it off 
as okay by all accounts…but they didn’t make it back to the Hostel where their two friends 
were waiting for them…so they were nabbed between the Alexandria address and the back of 
the Cross where the Hostel is. How would they get from one point to the other?” 
 
“Train. Cab. Maybe the Van Hire people have some sort of ferrying service”. 
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“Mmm…room for thought. Thanks for that Andy. Nothing else?” 
 
“No man, not at this stage until the blood workups and tox results come back, but I don’t 
expect any undue bad signs as his innards and organs were top-notch. Too bad they had 
deteriorated so much that made organ donation bloody impossible. He could have saved a fair 
few lives. He was in decent shape, inside and out”. 
 
I sat there for some time thinking over the conversation and the ramifications, if any. Like 
why were the two killed in the first place? It didn’t appear to me to be a crime of opportunity. 
A spur of the moment thing. There was a certain degree of planning and the way the bodies 
were disposed of indicated again, a fair degree of subterfuge and thought had gone into their 
demise and disposal. 
 
In the end I wandered out of the Office and went for a walk even though that biting southerly 
wind had returned from yesterday. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 
 
 
“While you’ve been out walking the streets scratching your head, the Schematic Mobile 
Location map has come in from the Carrier Service for both Jen Saxon’s and Jag Himmel’s 
mobile phones…” 
 
“What do you mean, scratching my head?” 
 
“Your hair’s a bloody mess!” 
 
That was an impossibility as I had reverted to my younger hair style of a Number Three all 
over my scalp. It permitted others to see my various clefts and valleys of the damage done by 
the numerous head injuries I had suffered over the years. I had this sick sense to want to show 
off my many battle scars…if I stood before them naked, many people would scratch their 
heads wondering what profession I was in…one of those stupid ‘fighters’ where no rules 
apply, they fight in a rink surrounded by netting and the winner is the chap who has lost less 
blood! 
 
Who said anything about vanity? 
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“There’s a raging wind out there…strong and bloody cold. Does the Schematic show anything 
worthwhile?” 
 
“I don’t know. Neither Rickie or I have had a look at it. You take a squiz as you have nothing 
to do that would allow you to wander around the streets of Parramatta aimlessly”. 
 
I knew what she was trying to do, get a rise out of me. I was not going to bite. 
 
“Oh…the autopsy on Jag Himmel was conducted early this morning…” 
 
“We know. I rang Andrew Waller to get some preliminary idea from him knowing he would 
have Himmel first off the rank. He accused you and I of working in different States of 
Australia where mobile coverage hadn’t reached yet! Thanks for that”. 
 
“What do you think?” 
 
“That the left hand should tell the right hand what was going on occasionally…” 
 
“Mmm…truly sorry. The Preliminary Autopsy results had me thinking is all, which meant it 
completely slipped from my mind…what do you think about it?” 
 
She leaned back in her chair and placed her hands behind her head, letting the moments pass. 
She eventually straightened up to rest her elbows on my desk. Her chin in her cupped hands. 
 
“That we should go visit that Hire Depot to see whether they have video of the couple and 
whether they were accompanied…or perhaps followed once they left the premises…” 
 
“That’s a plan. Good idea. Let’s go!” 
 
“What, now? Yer gotta be joking!” 
 
“Never more serious in my life…I’m over the Hammond Case at the moment even if you two 
aren’t!” 
 
“Slow down, Joe. Check out that location map showing the two’s movement as recorded by 
their mobiles…after Lunch, eh? Maybe we will head out after Lunch”. 
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“Mmm…okay. Most of this little group has spoken, I guess. Democracy rules…while I will 
abide the majority opinion for the moment, a coup of major proportions is just over the 
horizon let me tell you!” 
 
She shook her head and turned to continue what she had been busy doing. I had no idea what 
it was! 
 
The locality map showed them leaving Sydney on the eighth of the month heading out to 
Broken Hill on the Golden Highway. Returning to Sydney with various day trips undertaken 
before they headed up to Coffs Harbour and back. There was nothing unexpected in the 
diagrams of either Mobile. Both Mobiles went off the air on the day that both were assumed 
to have died. Within minutes of each other. 
 
I relayed the information to Shelley to show I had learnt from my previous lax position. 
 
“Yeah, good. Whatever…no surprises, huh?” 
 
I wondered why I bothered! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 
 
 
“When do I get my Van back that your guys wrapped in plastic and trucked away the other 
day?” 
 
“When they finish the forensic search of the vehicle. That usually takes three or four days…” 
 
“It’s been four days now…” He replied angrily. 
 
“I guess they found something which means they will wait until all the DNA, fingerprint and 
Trace results have been examined, tabulated and a Report prepared for our perusal. That could 
take anywhere between ten to thirty days…” 
 
“Thirty days! Detective, I can’t have my most popular van layout off the road for that amount 
of time. How am I to recoup money from the loan I took out to buy the bloody thing. It has to 
be on the road for at least three days out of seven to cover the overhead costs…” 
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“Fine…when you get it back, make sure it has an eighty percent hire rate for three months. 
That should cover the overhead costs. Now! Your surveillance footage of when Saxon and 
Himmel returned the van? Have you got that?” I stood there stiffly, glaring at the man. “This 
is a double homicide investigation, sir! And we keep coming back to your business, sir! We 
think there is something amiss and it could be linked to your business…sir!” I added, a little 
too strong as Shelley jabbed me in the shin with her foot. 
 
“They’re dead, Officer”. The man said coldly. “I have a business to run that supports thirty 
families…their lives depend on me and the business…” 
 
“Sir, I can come back here with twenty Uniform Constables and tear through your records 
completely disrupting your business for quite some time…or we can do this like two 
cooperating gentlemen. It is your call”. 
 
He stood stock-still for some moments trying to stare me down. He failed. I had practise with 
some of the best criminal ‘stare-downs’ in the business. 
 
With a jerk of his hand, he spun and asked us to follow him. 
 
As we walked through the small office, he asked one of the people seated there to get out the 
Customer details for Saxon and Himmel who had hired both a large Motorhome and several 
days after returning said Motorhome, a smaller Campervan for ten days with the 
corresponding video feed for that period they picked up their van and returned it into the 
Depot. 
 
“This will take a little time, Officers. Coffee perhaps?” His way of offering the Olive Branch, 
I thought. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 
 
 
I turned to face the large expanse of undercover concrete work area where a dozen vans were 
either being worked on or parked off to one side, waiting their turn to tour Australia. The large 
‘Around-the-Block Ozvans’ signs very noticeable on the back and front of each van. I smiled 
at the name, the originality of it at least. There were at least two dozen hire cars of various 
makes and models also parked to one side all looking like pristine Show Room vehicles. Most 
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were the smaller compact models of various car makers. There were several Campervans in 
a large Cleaning Bay where a steam-cleaner hissed its existence. 
 
“They…um…they steam clean each van?” I asked, turning to the man. 
 
“Yes…top and bottom…and remove all the linen and bedding to wash, the mattresses and 
seat cushions fumigated and aired after every trip and we replace all cooking utensils, cutlery, 
crockery and such to put through a commercial Dishwasher after each van is returned. We 
also steam-clean the inside of each van. We are the only Van Hire business who do all that”. 
He stated proudly. 
 
I slapped my thigh. There goes any trace we may have been able to pick up, I thought. The 
forensic trace elements were well and truly non-existent…bugger! I turned as a woman 
carried in a tray with three mugs of steaming coffee and a small bottle of water. 
 
“All have one sugar and milk”. She exclaimed. “I guess out of habit. That is the Boss’s poison 
so that is what you get. I will make another if that is not what you usually have”. 
 
Both Shelley and I waved away the offer. What was provided was sufficient, we responded. 
 
We had almost finished our coffees and about run out of small talk when a young guy knocked 
on the Office door and carried in three Discs in their covers. Each Cover having a stick-on 
label showing the name of the Customer and date in question. He slipped one into a small 
DVD Player and pointed a remote at it and then at a medium sized wall-mounted television 
on the opposite wall for our benefit. 
 
“We…arrh…we keep these video records of our Customers taking the vehicle and returning 
the vehicles in the off-chance there is any…you know…injuries or opposition to our verdict 
on damage caused to the van…or vehicle. Basically, the entire process for Insurance 
purposes”. 
 
“Does that happen often? You know, false claims?” 
 
“No…but when there is evident damage to the vehicle upon return, we go over the vehicle 
with the damage video-recorded in front of the Customer so there can be 
no…arrh…misunderstandings and claims made by the Customer later questioning the verdict 
or degree of damage. We have been lucky so far…but you never know”. 
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I shuffled my feet, nodding my head to show a degree of interest…when I wasn’t that 
interested! 
 
“Um…I didn’t know which ones you wanted. Here there are the four of them picking up a 
twin double bed, dual-rear-wheel Motorhome with shower and toilet. This is the largest model 
we offer for hire. It isn’t cheap. We were a little surprised as the four looked like Pommie 
Backpackers…but their money was good enough. Paid by Plastic. They hired out the Van for 
four weeks intending to drop it off at Perth, flying home from there”. He scratched the back 
of his neck. “They must have had a fight or something as they returned the Van back here 
after what? Two weeks?” He turned to his Boss for confirmation. “The funny thing is the guy 
and his chick hired a smaller van a couple of days later to travel up to Coffs and back. Ten 
days, they said…so they must have had a blue with the two lesbian girls…beats me”. 
 
I listened to his banter as the four hopped out of the large Mobile-home that they drove back 
into the hard-standing area. 
 
“Did they say why they changed their travel arrangements?” 
 
“No! In fact, while they waited while I inspected the inside and outside of the vehicle for any 
damage or missing stuff, they stood near the Office Counter…very agitated…that was not my 
opinion but two of my staff working there said as much after they were gone…” 
 
“No reason given?” 
 
“No, none at all and everything was hunky-dory with the rig…” 
 
“Were they talking between themselves? You know, as they waited?” 
 
“Um…don’t know. The staff that were at the counter didn’t say either way”. 
 
“They were staying at a Hostel at the back of the Cross. How would they have gotten there?” 
 
“Um…we would have ferried them there for a minimal cost of a couple bucks for each 
passenger. Still cheaper than a Cab, the train or a bus”. 
 
I watched as they climbed into a minibus with all their goods and chattels which was 
surprisingly little. They were experienced travellers. The bus quickly exited the factory floor. 
 
Nothing jumped out as out of the ordinary. 
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“All Clients are ferried by the mini-bus back into town?” 
 
“Most. If we pick them up from the Office in town, we return them there. They then organise 
their trip to which-ever Hotel, Motel or Hostel they are staying at from there under their own 
steam. Occasionally you get the Clients staying at a Hotel that is not that far out of the way, 
so we dropped them there…but that isn’t the norm”. 
 
“To the Airport?” 
 
“No. If it is too far out of our route into town, then it is up to them to organise their own 
transport. We have a direct phone link to the Silver Service Cab Company if the Clients 
require it. The Cab Depot is a couple of blocks away…easy as…” 
 
“The time of day when they dropped the Campervan back?” 
 
“Just past mid-day. Almost two in the afternoon. It is embedded with the date on the tape”. 
 
He looked at me to see whether I had finished with the questions. I nodded my head before 
he ejected the DVD and inserted another. 
 
“Um…we ferried the girl and the chap from the Cross Office. Here they are coming into the 
Factory to pick up the van they hired. With just the guy and his chick they hired only the small 
Campervan where the table collapses to form a very comfy and large king size bed. I guess 
good enough for the two of them…okay?” 
 
Again, nothing out of the norm. They signed some papers at the Office counter, showed their 
Driving Licenses and paid for the hire period with plastic. Again, their luggage was that of 
experienced travellers. 
 
Again, nothing untoward as they packed their stuff into the Campervan and drove out of the 
place. Both waved at workpeople on the floor. They seemed happy to start another touring 
adventure without their two former travel-mates. 
 
Again, a change of disc with a split view of the Campervan being driven onto the smooth 
concrete factory floor, with the inspections, unpacking and signing of papers as before. They 
boarded the mini-bus all smiles…the opposite of how the four had boarded the bus on the first 
occasion…then the mini-bus disappeared out through the main opening. 
 
“Um. Officer? I’ll make a copy of the four discs. Won’t take long.” 
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We signed and took possession of the DVD’s. 
 
“Nothing…” I concurred as we piled into our Unmarked. 
 
“Mmm…they must have been waylaid after they alighted from the mini-bus somewhere 
around the Hostel address…at the Office perhaps. We need to see whether there are any 
CCTV cameras about that area…I’d like another talk with the two girls…perhaps they made 
it to the Hostel…they were taken from that address…” 
 
“The two? Pauline and Summer? They flew out last Friday just gone”. 
 
“Shit…alright…camera locations around the Hostel…and inside it”. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 
 
 
The area around the Hostel and the Campervan Office was the most densely populated couple 
of square miles in Australia. We walked the short distance from the Shopfront Office to the 
Hostel in the quiet leafy street several times trying to locate CCTV and security camera 
locations that may have picked up the couple as they headed back to the Hostel. Those that 
possessed such devices on their premises and had the footage saved on that day gladly made 
copies available to us. 
 
We would spend almost three days sitting at our desks in the Office going through the two 
dozen video copies of the backwater street on our laptops. Boring, mind-numbing work that 
produced bugger-all for our combined efforts. 
 
“Maybe we’ve quoted the wrong day and time…” Shelley bluntly stated as she stood to 
stretch. 
 
“We have the date and time embedded into the video as they were transported from the 
Campervan Depot…as they were driven out of the Depot. We haven’t got the wrong date or 
time…” 
 
“Unless the twits at the Depot have the incorrect information embedded! It wouldn’t be the 
first time that has happened…they know, but just can’t be bothered fixing it”. 
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“No…” Frederica responded as she spun her chair around to face us. “I noticed the date and 
time on their Customer Records Program when they punched in the four names. It 
corresponded with the date we are now searching out”. 
 
“That means that neither the Mini-bus or Himmel and Saxon made it into town that day…” 
 
“Maybe they got dropped off in the centre of the Cross. They were hanging out for a decent 
coffee, maybe…” 
 
“With all their luggage!?” 
 
“As you said, Joe. They were experienced travellers. They travelled light”. 
 
“Mmm…that alternative doesn’t help us much, does it”. 
 
For some reason, the obvious just didn’t connect with any of the three of us! 
 
It happens sometimes…just look at the Hammond Murder Suicide Case. It was going to hell 
on a packhorse all because we were a little slack on that day. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT 
 
 
It took us a couple of days to realise that the two were somehow kidnapped between the Depot 
and the Cross and the Mini-bus Driver had to be involved. Shit happens sometimes. 
 
“Bloody hell, Detective! First you hold one of my newest and most popular Vans for forever, 
and now you want to disrupt the flow of the place by interviewing every man and woman who 
work out on the floor. What are you trying to do, send me bankrupt! I know, I know, it’s a 
double homicide which I can truthfully say, none of my staff knows anything about! And 
when you do interview all my staff, I would want my right-hand man present at all times”. 
 
“I can understand that sir, and I will permit that to occur”. I knew the words would get up his 
nose. It did. He turned a beetroot hue and puffed up his body like some frightened lizard or 
something. “Could we use your Office for privacy, sir?” 
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This caused a further doubling of the size of his body and his face a darker red. I reckon he 
was on the verge of rupturing his poople valve! 
 
We sat and interviewed Colin Braithwaite first. He was the chap who had cooperated with us 
fully in searching through and obtaining the correct video feed on the departures and returns 
of the four English Tourists. He ran the show and had a brain in his head. 
 
“The fellow who would drive the Minibus around? From the Depot to the City Office and 
back again. Who would that be?” 
 
“Oh…there are only a couple I would entrust with the job and not end up wrapped around a 
telegraph pole. Put himself and his passengers in dire straits. Ben Carberry and Assaid 
Bengazzi. They have a sense of responsibility and have their wits about them…besides, they 
can converse with the passengers in a friendly, attentive manner. Assaid I want to elevate to 
the Day Shift Supervisor…the Boss is not in favour of giving a refugee such status. Silly. 
Stupid, isn’t it?” 
 
“Who was the driver on the day that Jaeger Himmel and Jennifer Saxon got a lift back to the 
City Office?” 
 
“That would be hard to narrow down, Detective. For a start we do not note that point in either 
the Bus’s log or the Daily Activity Chart. All that would be entered was that the two were 
ferried into town on the Mini-bus…and the time that the operation took from the Depot and 
back again”. 
 
“I thought you’d have a system where the driver writes out a daily log for the activities of the 
Bus…time, date, where to and where from…and signs off for that trip?” 
 
“Yeah…a good idea. I’ll put it forward at the next Staff Meeting”. A tone of sarcasm in his 
voice. 
 
“Mmm…” The horse had bolted on that one, I thought to myself. A little peeved when there 
were obviously good practises in other areas of the Business. “You can’t remember who drove 
the Bus on that day?” 
 
He sat there for some time with his head bowed deep in thought. He shook his head slowly as 
he eventually looked up at me. 
 
“I’m sorry, Detective, it could be either one of those two…” 
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“That’s okay. Could we interview Ben Carberry? That was his name, wasn’t it?” 
 
“Yes…but he is no longer with us…Assaid Bengazzi is on deck to-day…in fact in the two 
years he has been with us, he has never taken a day off sick. I’ll go and get him”. He stood 
and walked from the Office, leaving the door open as he stepped through. 
 
“The four of them were involved in some type of hostage situation out near Broken Hill. They 
were treated as heroes with appearances on the local TV Station and front-page news on the 
local Paper”. 
 
“How did you find that out, Rickie?” 
 
“I googled up the four names…it came back as a large file…” 
 
“While we were talking to Braithwaite?” 
 
She looked from me to Shelley. She suddenly realised I was not impressed with her actions 
as we interviewed a person. As far as I was concerned, you must have your wits about you as 
you go through this process. Especially as we had not progressed so far. Looking for that one 
comment, that shrug or failure to keep eye contact which you cannot do while your head…and 
your mind and eyes are buried in something else. 
 
“Young lady…when we are interviewing people about a particular Case…” I took a deep 
breath and relaxed my body. “Um…I am impressed with your initiative and clear-minded 
enterprise but when we are interviewing a person who maybe able to help with our enquiries, 
you should be concentrating on his every word…not shifting your resources onto something 
else…understand?” I was a little more than miffed. 
 
“Um…I can see why they changed their mind and returned to Sydney instead of sticking to 
their original plan to head for Alice Springs and Uluru then onto Perth. That incident would 
have given them the heebie-jeebies. Wasn’t it Braithwaite who mentioned that the four, on 
their return here, were uptight and jittery?” Shelley interrupted my intended dressing down of 
our young Probationary Detective. 
 
Shelley was stepping in to diffuse the situation. She knew by my expressions where I was 
heading and even though she may not be happy with Rickie’s conduct, she was not about to 
sit idly by and see it escalate. She had done it before, coming in to rescue the girl. Besides, it 
was not a good look in some-one else’s office where we could be overheard. I still sizzled as 
I sat there, consciously lowering my heartbeat and breathing as nothing was to be gained. 
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I looked over at her, throwing a thousand knives with my stare. She hardly flinched, instead 
giving me her tight little smile which I always concluded was a patronising reaction. 
 
Braithwaite re-entered the room. A timid looking gentleman of eastern Mediterranean 
appearance in tow. The guy was as nervous as all hell. 
 
I slowly cooled, smiled at the gent, cleared my throat as both men sat opposite me. 
 
“Mister Bengazzi? How long have you worked here?” 
 
“Two years…slightly more perhaps”. His English was excellent with only a trace of an accent. 
 
“How long have you been in Australia?” This because I was surprised at his language skills. 
 
“Oh…just on four years. I was in a Refugee Camp in Syria…then my family and I were 
transferred to a very large camp in Lebanon. We fled the troubles in Syria when they first 
broke out. My father, grandfather, and me and my four brothers could see where it was 
heading. The complete destruction of my homeland with so many different factions fighting 
with and against each other, I doubt the conflict will ever be resolved peacefully. I cannot 
understand the propensity for nations around that area to be constantly bickering and 
fighting…” 
 
“Yes, it is sad to see”. Shelley replied. “You seem to think it will never stop”. 
 
“That is so…if it wanes in Syria, then it will only rear its ugly head in some other part of the 
Arab world. I am not a Muslim but a Christian though my beliefs are not that strong. It amazes 
me that the Muslim World appears to be always in turmoil. Could it be the religion that is the 
root of all these problems? Or should I say those that wish to interpret the Qur’an in a different 
way than its intended message of peace and harmony are the ones who will constantly see 
only death and destruction…and even though thousands are killed for those ideals, more and 
more come forward supposedly to fight in Allah’s name”. He shook his head sadly. 
 
“Perhaps it is the known oil reserves, more than the religion, no? Sir, I would love to sit and 
discuss that subject in more depth…” 
 
“Those that use God’s name, no matter how it is spelt, in an endeavour to conquer the world 
or other tribes by vicious means, uses His Name for evil”. Rickie butted in. There was a 
tightness in her facial expression. She had drawn a line in the sand challenging anyone of us 
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to object to those words…there was fire and brimstone in her eyes. It made you wonder who 
the religious fanatic was… 
 
I wiggled in my chair, looking decidedly awkward. On the verge to say something but the 
expression on Shelley’s face forced me to silence. We all sat there for some moments, all 
slightly embarrassed by her words. 
 
“If that is your Faith…and your belief young lady, then I will not comment”. Bengazzi clasped 
his hands together and bent slightly to show his acquiescence. 
 
I had trouble picking up the thread of how I wished to interview the man. I was lost for words. 
 
“Um…yes. Sir? Can you remember if you transported these four to your City office or 
thereabouts? Maybe these two later?” Shelley slid the four photos we had of the Backpackers. 
He pulled the four shots toward him, looking intently at the four in turn. 
 
There was silence for some time before he nodded his head slowly and then looked up at me 
as he slid the photos back towards me. 
 
I had to smile at this as it was Shelley who had addressed him. Old Country habits die hard, I 
thought…but then it didn’t matter, no matter whether it was male or female, Australian born 
or not, the usual was that those being interviewed, would on most occasions, address me rather 
than Shelley even if she had asked the question. That always got up her nose…but it seemed 
to be an ingrain thing and I guess would always continue until the entire population felt 
comfortable with ‘equality’…something I had my doubts about…ever. 
 
“I remember them. They were a lovely, friendly group but they were different when they 
returned the larger Rig. I thought at the time they must have fought between themselves to be 
so different…they were reserved, nervous, and…scared. Then when the guy and his girl came 
back a couple of days later to take a smaller Van, they were different people. I thought they 
had rid themselves of the two girls…they were related somehow…sad really. But no, I did 
not ferry them back into the city that second time. I think it could have been Benji 
Papadopoulos…no, I am pretty sure it was he”. 
 
“Huh! Mad Tony! Yes, I remember him”. Braithwaite smiled. “He was so slow you couldn’t 
lose sight of him on a dark night…but harmless. I suspect he may have been an ex-Con…he 
had those jail-tatts on his fingers that spelt out ‘zom’ on one lot of fingers and ‘bies’ on the 
other hand. They were a Bikie gang in the mid to late Nineties, so he told me once. Kings of 
the road so he proudly proclaimed”. 
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He shook his head, smiled at something he could see in his mind’s eye. 
 
“Yeah…he didn’t last long…you reckon he drove the Mini-bus into town a couple of times? 
I wouldn’t have permitted that if I had known”. He glanced at Bengazzi to let him know he 
disapproved. 
 
“There was no-one else at the time, Boss…and I was busy with…” He spread his hands wide 
to indicate his lack of recall. 
 
I leaned back in the chair I was sitting in. Uncomfortable as all hell and already giving me a 
back-ache. 
 
“Those two…Papadopoulos and…arrh…Ben Carberry? Would you have their addresses, 
next of kin, Tax File Number, and stuff like that? You seem to have a high turnover of staff, 
sir. Any reason for that?” 
 
Braithwaite ignored the question as he sat in his Boss’s Office chair and tapped away on the 
keyboard. 
 
“Um…Detective? I don’t know the legal ins and outs in supplying such information…know 
what I mean?” 
 
“I understand, sir. This is a Double Homicide Case, and your Firm appears to be in the centre 
of the investigation. We can get a Court Order that would give us the right to search through 
your personnel Records without your consent, approval, or cooperation. It would be much 
easier for all concerned if you just cooperate with our wishes, no?” 
 
Braithwaite glanced at the three of us then Assaid Bengazzi before he once again tapped away 
on the keyboard. I heard a printer whirr into life. The guy spun around to retrieve several A4 
pages to nervously hand them to me, a forced smile showing he was not too sure of the 
process. 
 
“Um…could we keep this amongst ourselves, Detective? Not inform the Boss. I’m sure he 
would hit the roof”. 
 
I nodded my head as I folded the papers and placed them into an inside coat pocket. I then 
stood to indicate we had achieved what we had come for. 
 
As an after-thought, I turned to address Bengazzi. 
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“Sir, your English is excellent…” 
 
“I was an English Literature Professor at Damascus International University before all the 
troubles began. I guess you could say I am a bit of an Anglophile…not a position to be known 
for at the time…and now. I always ordered my family to speak English when we were all 
together. A second language is very helpful…” 
 
I looked at the man who seemed to speak with a smile all the time. He enjoyed life and not 
for the first time it amazed me that so many of these Immigrants training and knowledge is 
not properly utilised here in Australia. A bloody shame when all they should have to do is a 
simple series of examinations to prove them capable of exercising their speciality. A complete 
bloody waste! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE 
 
 
There were two vehicles in the driveway, so we knew some-one was home. I knocked on the 
door for nil result. I knocked louder to have some-one inside scream out for us to piss off as 
she was trying to get some sleep. 
 
“Police!” I yelled at the closed door. “We’re looking for Ben Carberry. Is he there?” The 
entire neighbourhood was now alerted! They would think they had a brutal murderer amongst 
them with their combined anxiety levels peeking into the stratosphere! 
 
“That bastard…what do you want with him?” The front door swung wide, the woman 
squinting at the bright light. She tightened a light Wrap around her form as she peered 
myopically at our ID Cards unconcerned, so it seemed at the icy temperature. 
 
“The bastard kill someone, did he? I don’t doubt that. He tried a couple of times with me 
before I kicked him out”. 
 
“And you are?” Shelley asked. 
 
“Debra Sabarna…used to be his better half for a lot of years before I woke up to him. Nothing 
but a bludger and a wife abuser…” She turned her head as she shouted this bit as though she 
wanted some-one inside to hear the insult. She had a smile on her face the whole time as 
though it was a joke shared with no-one else in on it. 
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“You were married to Ben Carberry?” 
 
“No…just shared his bed…cooked his meals…look, I work nights. I need my beauty sleep. 
If there is nothing else?” She began to close the door. Shelley placed her foot to stop the door 
from closing. 
 
“Would you know where he is?” 
 
“Don’t know, don’t care”. She tried her hardest to shut the door. 
 
“That vehicle…the red Hyundai…it’s registered to him. Would he be inside, missus?” Rickie 
asked slowly, stepping up onto the small Porch area. 
 
“Jeez…you people. Ben!? Ben!? Get yer arse out here. Yer wanted. The Cops”. 
 
This placed me in a corner. Less than two hours ago I had remonstrated her about the habit of 
ignoring the present circumstances to go off at a tangent and play with her iPad. Here she had 
done the same thing and had handed us a ‘full house’. 
 
What do you do? 
 
To be fair, it was something that Shells or I should have done before alighting from the 
Unmarked at the front of the premises…we should have followed ‘Procedures’ which we 
failed to do and check the Registered Owners of the vehicles parked on the property. Do I 
admit fault or just shut up…I cowardly adopted the latter! 
 
We had obviously caught the guy asleep. As he walked to the now wide-opened door with the 
comic woman retreating into the darkness of the dwelling, he was scratching his nether-region 
and his hair. A good party trick if he could pat one and scratch the other, I thought to myself. 
These crazy thoughts often interfered with my normal thinking patterns. I smiled to myself, 
looking down at my shoes to hide the grin. 
 
He was tall, muscles well-defined. He was a Gym Junkie was my second thought, getting 
back on track. 
 
“Mister Carberry? Ben Carberry?” 
 
“That’s right. Who’s askin’?” A thick pommy brogue. I didn’t know enough of England to be 
able to tell from which district. 
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I flashed my ID Card. 
 
“Coppers”. He again scratched his crutch. “Look, yer’ve woken me from a deep sleep. I work 
night duty…” 
 
“Whereabouts?” 
 
He shifted from one foot to the other. I’d be freezing cold standing at my front door in nothing 
but satin boxer shorts on. He seemed indifferent to the chill. 
 
“The local Nursing Home. Up the road. The Green Willows…me and me woman…we met 
on the Internet…I came out here to find she’s not what came across online…but at least it’s 
a place to snog…and get fed.” 
 
“I heard that, sweetheart…get yer own bloody breakfast later today”. The woman yelled from 
somewhere inside the darkened house. A deep chuckle followed. The guy shook his head, a 
smile on his dial. 
 
They were obviously a couple into insulting banter and enjoyed it. Each to his own. 
 
“How long have you worked there…at this Nursing Home?” I was having my doubts that this 
was our man. 
 
“Ar’ve been here eighteen months…’bout that time. In Australia. She got me the job. Helps 
pay the bills…not demanding work and the old dears can be a treasure…some are pains in 
the arse but overall, they’re pretty good”. 
 
“You’ve never worked for a firm called ‘Round the Block’ Ozvans?” 
 
“No…who? Never heard of them”. 
 
I slapped my thigh, thanked him, apologised from waking him and retreated to the Unmarked 
a little angry. 
 
I belted up and then sighed. 
 
“Seems we may have a little immigration scam going on with that Firm. Taking on names of 
people for those who have no identity or have no reason for being in the country. What do 
you think?” 
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“Joe…jeez you can jump to some funny conclusions. There could be more than one Ben 
Carberry in the country…probably more…look at Smith!” 
 
“Jones, Ford, Collins…there’s hundreds of them!” Rickie joined in. 
 
“Ladies? The only trouble with all that is the address…this is the address that was on the 
Personnel Records back at the Van Hire Business for one Ben Carberry that worked at the 
firm for some years…figure that one out if it is not Identity Theft or something just as sinister. 
We need to check the Tax File Numbers and other particulars of those people before we verify 
it as an illegal act out of hand…and we need to inform Immigration…Border Protection of 
our suspicions…and most importantly, the Taxation Office as well”. 
 
That shut the two up though the look on Shelley’s face asked whether we were murder squad 
Dees or Fraud Squad members. I shrugged in response not too sure where we stood on such 
matters. 
 
I programmed in the Green Willows Nursing Home. Just a quick visit to ensure our Ben 
Carberry of the above address does indeed work as a Male Orderly at the Home. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY 
 
 
“Erskineville…Belmont Street…” Shelley muttered. 
 
“What about it?” I asked as I looked up from my computer screen, stood and stretched. “Look, 
how about we give it a rest for a bit and go downstairs and sit in the sun with a coffee…” 
 
“Yeah, in a minute. I just want to check the records of Ben Carberry that the ATO have with 
those that Centrelink have…” 
 
“You think you have something?” 
 
“It’s looking good. There are four males living at the Erskineville address. There’s Ben, Brian, 
Barry and Brayden…is it me or just a family who likes to name their boys all with the same 
Initial…too much to believe…and they all have the same birthdate would you believe to make 
it simple…we have a Social Security scam here, I think”. 
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“Quads…not out of the realms of possibility, Shells. You accuse me of being overly 
suspicious…” 
 
“Yeah…I am suspicious of this set-up. When Ben Carberry, while working at that Campervan 
Hire Company, gives the wrong residential address…where another Ben Carberry resides…it 
shows he did some research. We now know that much. That to me smacks of Dole 
Cheats…here we are! Ben, Brian, Barry, and Brayden all receive dole payments. I bet that 
everyone of those names are used when our man Ben Carberry takes on a job…but the 
addresses of the four individual names corresponds with a namesake somewhere else in the 
City or environs. Betcha!” 
 
“Sorry, I’m not going to take that on…I think you are onto something…but why would Ben 
do away with two Backpackers?” 
 
“The sixty-four-dollar question and the reason why we are being paid the large sums of money 
we collect each fortnight. To figure that out…I think we should do a complete background 
check on all four names…let the program run through over next weekend…okay…now that 
coffee…” 
 
 
 
CHAPTER-THIRTY-ONE 
 
 
It was a narrow, leafy street where parking was at a premium. We parked several houses away 
and walked back to the premises. Knocked on the door. The sudden wail of a baby meant we 
may not be welcomed with open arms. 
 
There was a rattle of several locks being disengaged and the rattle of a chain being released. 
These people sure considered their security as high profile. I glanced at the windows facing 
onto the narrow, short veranda. The frontage of the house had to be around six metres and no 
more. The windows were sealed shut and had security alarm strips and wiring on them. An 
alarm above the front door. A security camera at the far end of the veranda. 
 
“Yeah, what do you want? You woke the bubs up…” She was bouncing a six-month-old baby 
against her ample breasts. The baby had subdued to an occasional whimper. 
 
We flashed our ID Cards resulting in the young woman starting to retreat into the house. 
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“Arrh…is Ben at home?” 
 
“Yeah…what do you want?” 
 
A surly, unshaven man in his early thirties suddenly materialised, towering over the woman. 
He smacked her on the bottom hard enough for her to flinch, ordering her inside to look after 
the baby. 
 
“Are you Ben Carberry?” 
 
“Yeah…who’s asking?” 
 
We again went through the process of flashing our ID Cards and identifying ourselves to the 
man standing before us in nothing but boxer shorts. He showed signs of closing the door. I 
shoved my boot out as Shelley ask was he the Ben Carberry who had recently worked at the 
Van Hire place at Alexandria which was the next suburb over. 
 
The guy could practically stroll to his place of employment each day. It turned out he rode a 
push-bike hail, rain, or shine. 
 
“Why did you leave?” 
 
“They accused me of rifling through peoples’ stuff when the Vans were returned…” 
 
“Did you?” 
 
He shuffled about, throwing his head from side to side. Hardly holding his gaze on any one 
of us. That was as good as a confession for me. 
 
“What’s this about, then? You are Murder cops. You guys wouldn’t be interested in me 
flinching a coupla bob”. 
 
“Did you often drive the Minibus on ferrying duties into the City?” 
 
“Yeah…it got me out of some of the boring shit they expected me to do…” 
 
I showed him photos of Himmel, the two Saxon girls and Summer Hills. 
 
“Did you ferry these four into the City after they came back from Broken Hill?” 
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He bent his head to look closely at the photos. 
 
“I remember them. Nice dudes but they sure were upset about something saying they did not 
want to go through that again…whatever that was…they were really jittery…and then a 
coupla days later…yeah…like, it wasn’t that long…the dude and his chick? I picked them up 
from the Office and drove them to the Depot. They were licking out to some Blues Festival 
up Coffs way, I think. I wouldn’t have minded going with them…it seemed like a cool gig”. 
 
“On their return to Sydney, did you drive them back into the City?” 
 
“Arrh…no…no, I’m pretty sure. I think it may have been Benji Papadopoulos…yeah, I’m 
pretty sure”. 
 
“How long did you work at the Hire place?” 
 
“I guess about…almost three years…maybe a mite longer…” 
 
“While you were claiming Dole payments every fortnight…along with your three brothers. Is 
that the reason why you had your address as somewhere else where another Ben Carberry 
resides? To cheat Centrelink out of money?” 
 
I had heard several vehicles slow to a halt outside the address we were at. We had alerted the 
special taskforce set up to investigate Centrelink Social Security Fraud. I also knew there 
would be reps from the Australian Taxation Office as well. The Federal Government was 
coming down hard on Dole Cheats in all its forms. 
 
“Your brothers at home?” I asked as an Officer stepped up onto the small veranda and handed 
Ben Carberry an Arrest Warrant and a Court Order to search his premises. The man looked at 
me and then the folded paperwork. He knew he was dog-meat and about to be eaten! 
 
He would be going down big time. 
 
We backed off not wanting to involve ourselves in proceedings. It was out of our league. 
 
We had obtained the information we were looking for. 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO 
 
 
“Simmons Street, Enmore. Struth, they’re practically neighbours”. I muttered as I 
programmed in the address for Benji Papadopoulos into the GPS thingamajig. “No more than 
a mile as the crow flies. Let’s go Dorothy…tell us which way to go, huh? Earn your keep, 
and don’t get smart”. 
 
“It’s a worry when your partner starts talking to a GPS instrument. You wonder what will be 
next”. 
 
“A discourse on what is wrong in the world, my fair lady…” I replied tersely. 
 
“Shut up Tonto and straighten that one feather…it looks a bit bent…like your logic”. 
 
“I’m a Plains Indian and don’t have logic…I have the wind, the sun, the prairie and the 
nomadic wanderings of the Bison herds that tell me what is to come next…something you 
white men cannot grasp…you need something concrete to hold in your hands and…” 
 
“Shut the fuck up, little one feather!” I sat in silence as Miss Direction gave us the directions 
in precise tones. 
 
Again, a tight tree-lined street with narrow-fronted dwellings on either side of the street. 
Again, parking a premium. We got sick and tired of trying to find a parking spot so we double-
parked outside Number Fifteen, putting the sunshade down that would show we were cops on 
official business. Shelley also activated the hazard lights and cop red and blue dash and rear 
parcel tray lights so there was no mistaking us. 
 
We had barely alighted and made the footpath when a motorist beeped, finding it difficult to 
get around us even though you could have driven a bloody bus through the opening. I went 
back out onto the street to wave the irate motorist through. All I got was a mouthful for my 
troubles about respecting the law and how cops are a law unto themselves. I’d heard it 
countless times before. There’s no respecting the Law around these parts is all I’ll say! 
 
Shelley knocked lightly on the front door of the dwelling. A little old, rotund woman dressed 
head to toe in black opened the door. Greek or Italian, that was obvious. 
 
“Does Benji Papadopoulos reside here?” Shelley asked pleasantly. 
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“Nor, nor…” She answered strongly. “Wrong name. My son is named Sam not Benji…” 
 
“So Benji Papadopoulos does not live here?” 
 
“Nor, nor. Sam he my son”. 
 
“Sorry to trouble you, ma’am”. Shelley smiled as she started to turn away. 
 
“Excuse…” She called after us. “He never like Sam. He names hisself Benji after dat Dog 
Movie. He loved dat Movie. When he a little boy”. 
 
Shelley stopped and turned back to the woman. 
 
“He was christened Sam, is that right? He changed it to Benji, yes?” 
 
“Yes, dat so. I already tell you dat. I do not know where he is. He leave home…oh…maybe 
five year ago. He come back maybe once a month or so to pick up his mail. See his 
mama…and his papa before he died, bless his soul…” 
 
“You don’t know where he lives, is that right?” 
 
“Yes, I say dat. Why you want my son. He a good boy just got mixed up with bad people…” 
 
“Do you know who?” 
 
“Motorbikes. Really loud bikes. Maybe a lot turn up some time when Sam come home to kiss 
his mama on the cheek and pick up his mail…I don’t know where he is now”. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 
 
 
I was speaking to an old Dee I knew from way back in time in the Gang Related Crimes Group 
who still felt that the Murder Squad should be under the umbrella of his Department as it was 
larger and busier than the Murder Squad with a large mix of undercover Dees that would be 
the pride of any State Police Force in the Nation. He was close to retirement age and looking 
forward to it. The ‘Game’ had stopped being a challenge to him and he was all but warming 
a seat waiting for that day to arrive. 
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Unfortunately, he never made it. He was knocked down on a Pedestrian Crossing coming to 
work early one morning. Some say he deliberately walked out into the path of the bus…no-
one is too sure. This occurred less than a month after our talk over the phone. 
 
“Inner Southern Suburbs, you say? Nothing much, but there has been whispers of an off shoot 
of the Finks Motorcycle Club starting to flex its muscles around that area. The Sons of Satan 
I think they call themselves”. I heard him sit back into his chair with a sigh. “It is recorded 
that a major player within the Finks MC was ostracised for having an affair with the wife of 
one of the ‘Inner Circle’ of the Club. They could have killed him, I suppose, but honestly, 
they are trying to cut down on the number of killings, drive-bys, and shootings. They say it is 
bad publicity giving the Clubs a bad name which they don’t deserve. Their spokesman who 
is spruiking this nonsense can’t see the nose on his face, apparently”. He gave a chuckle. “The 
incidents of violence, stand-over tactics, shootings, stabbings and arson associated across the 
board involving these Bikie gangs has increased alarmingly…um…this new Gang…the Sons 
of Satan have left the Wollongong, Sydney Basin and Newcastle areas alone and is trying to 
elbow into the larger provincial cities west of the mountains. They have been successful, 
especially in areas like Broken Hill which once was the domain of the Rebels MC gang…they 
have relented control to the Sons of Satan in drug supply out that way. Why? We are still 
working on it, but we suspect that the Rebels will still be the drug conduit with the Sons of 
Satan being the distributors…” 
 
“Broken Hill…” I replied, something clicking in the back of my mind. 
 
“Yeah…a lot of the Rebel guys are getting on and are complaining of riding their hogs out 
that way…it’s a long ride especially in the middle of Winter. You ever ridden one of those 
Harley Davidsons? Bloody hard work, let me tell you especially if they have those ‘come to 
Jesus’ handlebars. Those bloody things kill the circulation in your arms in about five minutes 
flat! The boys are getting soft, aging just like me”. He let out a belly laugh. I heard him stand, 
again with a change in breathing. “Sorry, Joe, I gotta go. Good to speak to you again and good 
to see you are over the heart problems. Keep strong. See ya”. 
 
I clicked off and returned my Mobile to its dock. 
 
I sat back and thought, trying to connect dots that somehow refused to join. 
 
I stood then sat back down again. Scratched my head, pulled at my earlobe. Pulled the Laptop 
toward me, placed my feet up on my desk and placed the computer in my lap. I googled up 
the four names of the English backpackers to be confronted with several front-page stories 
from the local Broken Hill Enquirer. 
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The headlines shouting out “TERROR AT 9 PM”. 
 
I read through them and watched several News feeds from the local TV Station that spread 
over several days. Their fifteen minutes of fame lasting a little longer in this outback City, so 
it seemed. 
 
There was nothing about the incident in the Sydney media. The event not considered 
important or exciting enough to even make it to the Sydney Media outlets. Either that or it 
had been a couple of busy weeks in Sydney that would not allow the inclusion of the story 
from the Provincial Outback City. 
 
After I had finished, I leant back clucking my tongue, clicking a biro between my upper and 
lower teeth line, creating a semblance of a decent rhythm with the tone being modulated by 
my cheeks. A new Party trick that I was trying to master. It obviously was upsetting Shelley 
as she turned, a scowl on her face saying it all. 
 
I ignored her reactions as she thought I was being childish, leaning forward to pick up the 
Mobile, dialling in the main Police Switchboard to be patched through to Broken Hill Police 
Station. 
 
“Detective? I think you should speak with Senior Sergeant Colin Lacey. He was the Officer-
on-duty when that business broke that night. He is in Court at the moment but should be back 
at the Station no later than around half-four to five, okay?” 
 
“Yes, fine. I’ll await his call”. Not thinking at all about the time zone difference. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR 
 
 
My mobile buzzed when I was about halfway home. I had trouble turning off the busy arterial 
road into a side-street and stopping before I connected. 
 
“Is that Murder Squad Detective Joseph Lind? This is Colin Lacey out at Broken Hill. Sorry 
about the delay in getting back to you. I had a few things to do after I came out of Court. 
Sorry”. 
 
“No worries…” 
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“How can I help a City Slicker Murder Dee?” There was laughter in his voice. 
 
“Hah…yeah…about six weeks ago there was an incident involving four English Backpackers 
not far out of Wilcannia on the Broken Hill road…” 
 
“Arrh…the incident was labelled ‘Terror at Nine PM’. A headline in the Local Paper that 
became the title for the Case. Yeah, I remember it. A guy came off his bike and somehow 
made it to the campfire of four young English Tourists travelling in a campervan. They had 
propped for the night at a defined Roadside Rest Area…um…known as Springs Creek 
Roadside Rest Area. A beaut, little area down off the Highway on the backs of a dried-up 
creek bed. When the rains come, the creek would be running a-banker. Now…in our seventh 
year of drought, not any creeks or rivers around here are running. No water in any of them. 
They were held at gunpoint for a while until the guy collapsed and died. Fell right into the 
fire pit the four had made…dead…scared the bejeezus out of the four of them…” 
 
The Officer went on to describe the situation. 
 
“The girl…um…Saxon…Saxon…Jennifer Saxon! That’s right. She was kept in Hospital for 
two days as she had completely lost it. The other three were kept overnight but we asked they 
remain in town for a while as we wanted to check out their bonafides to make sure the story 
they told was in actual fact, the truth…you know, the usual thing especially as they had 
decided to curtail their planned travels and head back to Sydney and fly home to England as 
quickly as they could…the four were completely rattled by the event”. 
 
“You find the bike…it was a bike, wasn’t it?” 
 
“Yes. A hog. A Harley Davidson. How the guy survived for as long as he did, I’ll never know. 
Some type of miracle I reckon because if he had been killed at the point of impact, he more 
than likely would never have been found. He came off at a slight bend that then bridged over 
the dry creek bed adjacent to the roadside Rest Area. The bed of the creek was perhaps five 
metres below the bridgeworks. His bike was smashed to smithereens”. 
 
“Was the guy ever identified?” 
 
“Yes. A gang member even though he wasn’t wearing ‘colours’ and he didn’t have ‘form’. 
His Driver’s License. He belonged to the Sons of Satan Motorcycle gang. A bloody silly name 
if you ask me. A Mister Max Pravich. According to the Police Intelligence Unit and the Gang 
Related Crimes Unit there in Sydney, the gang was a splinter group that had broken away 
from the Finks. Both Max and his brother…or cousin…can’t quite remember now which it 
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was, Alex were cast aside because of some infighting or bad conduct. They, with several 
others, formed the Sons of Satan Motorcycle Gang. They did not want to cause too many 
waves, so they came to some understanding with the Rebels, who were the dominate MG 
around these parts to supply and sell the drugs of choice out around here. Max was doing a 
drug run…Broken Hill was his last port of call before heading back to Sydney…” 
 
“Did he go via any other town…you know, supplying as he went?” 
 
“Oh, yes. There was a well-worn path with The Hill being the last in line…” 
 
“So, he would have had drugs…a commercial quantity of drugs on him…or on his bike?” 
 
“He had five hundred deals of Ice, the same in Ecstasy tabs, and two hundred little bags of 
cocaine still on him…the trip made every second week…” 
 
“Quite a haul…quite a sum of money coming in every fortnight…” 
 
“Yeah…apart from the drugs mentioned we found about forty thou in cash”. 
 
“Where?” 
 
“In a set of leather saddle bags. Pannikins I think some call them”. 
 
Something just fell into place. My heart rate quickened as I realised the connection. 
 
“Shouldn’t there have been more…cash I mean, if The Hill was the last city on his ‘run’ out 
west? He would have passed through quite a few provincial towns of some size…” 
 
“We thought that too…like in another set of saddle bags. We had sniffer dogs in there 
combing through the area he had to have hobbled from the crash site to the glow of the 
campfire. We found nothing…” 
 
“Couldn’t the…um…Jag Himmel was left alone with the body while the girls drove along 
the highway to get into mobile coverage to ring you guys…is it possible he may have taken 
the cash haul?” 
 
“We thought that maybe the go and searched through their Mobile Home while they were in 
Hospital. Nothing. Let’s say there was one hundred to one and a half hundred thou in cash, 
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huh? That would be difficult to hide in such a vehicle. Nothing. There was no indication of 
that, no.” 
 
“The guy? Himmel? Jag Himmel? He could have buried it out around the campsite of that 
night of terror. You know, while the girls were out finding mobile coverage to ring you guys. 
Possible?” 
 
“We thought of that too. We had the vehicle tailed on their return trip back towards Sydney. 
All the way back to Dubbo. They drove straight through, hardly stopping. They were as scared 
as rabbits caught in a spotlight…well and truly rattled. As nervous as a rat in a High School 
Biology class. They were supposed to have continued to Perth via Alice Springs but all they 
wanted to do was head back to Sydney…and fly home. Why these questions?” 
 
“Either the young ones took the other pannikin or some-one at the site of the event took it…” 
 
“Arrh…” There was silence for some moments. “Hang on Detective…what is this all about? 
I know where you are heading with this, but it is just not on….as I asked, what is this all 
about?” 
 
“The girl who suffered the most? Dropped her bundle? Jennifer Saxon? She was found dead 
in a known Squatters house. Died of an OD…well…the Autopsy revealed she was killed by 
an injection of heroin to make it look as though she had OD’ed by her own hands. It was 
staged and she remained a Jane Doe for several days until her travelling companions Pauline 
Saxon and Summer Hills identified the body. The guy? Jaeger Himmel. Died around the same 
time but was kept frozen somehow for some reason before being tossed over a cliff at a known 
gay suicide site to make it look as though it too, was self-inflicted. Perhaps there was this 
delay to try and confuse us…keeping the discovery of the two bodies separate, know what I 
mean. There was considerable thought put into how the two were murdered to try and make 
it look as though both died by their own hands. Both Jaeger and Jennifer had hired out a small 
Campervan only days after returning to Sydney from your town to travel to Coffs Harbour 
for some Blues Concert…a ten-day trip while Pauline Saxon and Summer Hills remained in 
Sydney for the Vivid Lights display. That is not the behaviour of four young people sitting 
on a bloody fortune in cash. The four had planned to fly out that weekend after Jaeger and 
Jennifer’s return from Coffs. That arrangement was extended when the two didn’t show. 
Pauline and Summer Hill flew out several weeks later, last Friday as a matter of fact after 
cooperating fully with us. I can categorically state that the two girls were not hiding anything 
from us. They were totally distraught at the death of their two close friends”. 
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“The two of them dead? Shit…dead!? Murdered, you say? You reckon because of the missing 
money from the drug run? The money stashed in a set of saddle bags that you think was never 
recovered…” 
 
“Well…what the guy had on him in drugs and cash would not account for a drug run to be 
organised all that way out west. You stated that the route would have included most of the 
larger provincial cities on the way out to The Hill, so he had to have a fair bit of cash on him. 
I presume the drugs you retrieved would seem fair and reasonable for a typical sale in a town 
such as Broken Hill…and I would imagine that this ‘drop’ would be repeated every couple of 
weeks…” 
 
“Yes, I agree…but to accuse either my men or any other first-respondents or SES people of 
taking those saddle-bags full of cash…that is preposterous! I won’t hear of it!” 
 
“Then why were the two killed. Such a loss of money would cause problems for a Gang just 
starting out on the caper. Their cash reserves more than likely would not cover the loss of so 
much cash. The two were held to try and get that info…if none of the Police on-site at the 
time had not taken the saddle-bags…or any other of the myriad people who get called out on 
such an incident…and I must add, the four young persons come from very influential and rich 
families in the north of England so it could be assumed they really did not need the 
money…and my take on the two was they would never take what was not rightfully theirs…so 
if that is the case, then where is it?” 
 
“Mmm…yeah, I see what you mean…but I will personally vouch for the honesty of my 
people…or all those under my control who attended the scene on that night”. 
 
“What about other persons who would have been needed at the accident scene? Can you 
vouch for all of them?” 
 
“You know as well as I Detective, that is an almost impossible question to answer”. 
 
“Yes, I know, but I saw the two remaining girls. Sat and spoke to them several times. They 
were both gutted by what had happened to their friends. If they had the money, they would 
want to be out of Australia quick smart. I did not get that impression…and besides, they both 
came from very influential and affluent families in the north of England as I have stated. They 
really didn’t need cash, from what I saw”. 
 
“Which leaves only one plausible alternative…there was never any second set of saddle bags 
crammed with cash…” 
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“Then I get back to what I said previously, if that was the case, then why were the two young 
people killed with an elaborate deception instigated to make their deaths look like self-
inflicted deaths?” 
 
There was silence for some time before he coughed. He was having a coffee. I could almost 
smell it. 
 
“I think I should organise another search around that area to see if we can locate that set of 
saddle-bags”. 
 
“Good idea, sir. A good idea. Let me know how you go”. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE 
 
 
I leaned back in my chair after relaying my conversation with the Broken Hill cop the night 
before to Shelley and Rickie. The bloody conversation had made me late for Dinner! 
 
Shelley and Rickie sat silently throughout the entire spiel. 
 
“A raid on the Clubhouse to get Alex Pravich on a murder charge. He would have been plenty 
upset knowing his brother was killed in such a manner…and he would be feeling the heat for 
not having the cash for the next buy…” 
 
“If he knew…and it wasn’t his brother, I don’t think. It was a first cousin”. 
 
“Regardless, he would have done what we did, Joe, just look up the local Newspaper and TV 
coverage of the event on the Internet. I bet the intended changed itinerary of the four was 
detailed somewhere in one of the articles…it was total coverage for quite a few Editions in 
the local Rag”. 
 
“It was. It was one of the Paper’s major local stories for the year, I reckon…” 
 
“I’ll bet it turns out that Sam ‘Benji’ Papadopoulos is a Sons of Satan Bikie member”. Shelley 
half muttered to herself. 
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I looked up at her. There was the missing connection between the Bikie gang and the 
disappearance of the two. I nodded my head and sat up, excitement coursing through my body. 
The guy did not have a ‘rap sheet’ so the prison tatts on his fingers was a way of him being 
accepted. Illegal Motor Bike gangs are big on guys having done time. 
 
“He drives them towards the City in the Mini-van. Stops in some quiet street where Jennifer 
and Jaeger are bundled into a waiting van. A white van seen in the vicinity of the Squatters 
Drug House. They are hog-tied or at least manacled…we know the rest…but we need to prove 
it”. 
 
“Raid the Club. If there is any trace of the couple in the building, we have our man…” 
 
“No, we don’t…not by a long shot. We need to check whether a white van is registered to 
Pravich or to the Business associated with the Bikie Club. Quarantine it and see whether we 
can get any trace from it that categorically proves that our two Deceased persons were in the 
van…” 
 
“That’ll only prove they were in the van, not that Pravich killed them”. 
 
“Papadopoulos…we need to get to him first. Give him a tough time as we interview him. Sit 
on him…hard”. 
 
“We haven’t a clue where he is…” 
 
“Maybe he bunks down at the Clubhouse…” 
 
“There’s your need for a raid…” 
 
“Do we have sufficient Cause to obtain a Search Warrant?” 
 
“Let’s put it to the Boss and see what he says”. 
 
“That’s a plan”. 
 
“Arrh, Rickie? Check with the Roads and Maritime Services on the ownership of a white van 
to Pravich or another Club member while Shells and I convince the Boss to go out on a limb 
for us”. 
 
“Good luck with that” 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX 
 
 
An early morning raid just on sun-up was organised three days later. To off-set the early start, 
we were knocking off mid-afternoon. Concurrent raids at the Clubhouse in a commercial hub 
in Zetland and Alex Pravich’s home address. 
 
It had already been established that a white van was registered to Pravich and was usually 
garaged at his premises. 
 
I had holstered my handgun and locked the gun drawer when my mobile began to chirp in my 
pocket. I sat back down at my desk as I answered, thinking this better be good as I had no 
intention of hanging around. 
 
“Detective Lind? Lacey out at Broken Hill. We have found the other set of saddlebags. Empty. 
I cannot give you a reasonable explanation as to why they were found in such a location 
except to say I think that the collision between the hog going at speed with the creek bed or 
more accurately the opposite bank of the creek may have catapulted them off the back of the 
bike to land back near the edge of the road somewhere around the other side of the bridge 
span. They weren’t found there but approximately half a kilometre away on the other side of 
the road. I’d say some-one saw them lying at the edge of the road and stopped to investigate. 
Picked them up to reveal the fortune inside in cash. I’d say no change from one hundred thou! 
They empty the money out and to confuse any chance of them ever being found, drove on for 
some time before tossing them off the road…maybe yes, maybe no…but that is all I’ve got. 
I’ve sent you an e-Mail with a couple of photos attached of the saddle-bags and those that the 
guy had lugged into the camp-fire before he died for comparison purposes”. 
 
I booted up my computer as Shelley came back onto the floor after a swim down in the 
Basement, wondering what I was still doing at my desk. 
 
I peered intently at the attached photographs of the two sets of saddlebags. They were a set, 
there was no mistaking that, down to the fancy leatherwork and studding. 
 
“Shit…I’m looking at your photographs now, Sergeant. Two innocent people killed for no 
reason…makes me so bloody mad! Thanks for that Sarge. I hope I can return the favour one 
day. Cheers”. 
 
“I’ll keep that in mind Detective. Hope that helps you”. 
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He signed off as I once again looked closely at the attached photographs before sending the 
images to the Office printer which had a stack of photo paper included. I filled in Shelley as 
I began to walk out, passing the printer as I did so to pick up the photos. 
 
They may be useful tomorrow morning. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 
 
 
Shelley and I sat around the corner from Pravich’s premises in the Unmarked. Rickie was a 
‘no-show’ at the Office and when we rang her home, the phone was lifted then dropped 
without acknowledgement. I rang her Mobile to be told it was out of range or turned off! 
 
We left the Office without her, to wait patiently in the Unmarked until the designated time 
when the Riot Squad guys were going to hammer on Pravich’s front door. 
 
After a lot of noise and angry shouts in return, they made several passes through the home 
and reported all was tied down and safe. We drove around the corner and pulled up as dark 
clad members of the Riot Squad walked single file out through the shattered front door. 
 
They do not bugger about as you never know what awaits on the other side of that door! 
 
A lot of yelling, a string of expletives from his missus while Alex Pravich did not resist being 
handcuffed. He sat bleary-eyed on the lounge in the front room of his house, his missus still 
carrying on in a loud, shrill voice sitting beside him. 
 
I wanted to get him half asleep and off-guard. He was that. 
 
“Alex Pravich? You are being arrested on suspicion of the homicide killing of Jennifer Saxon 
and Jaeger Himmel on or about the fifteenth of April this calendar year. Anything you say…” 
Shelley droned on as she checked his manacles. 
 
“Don’t know who you are talkin’ about”. He dribbled, his eyes having trouble opening. His 
wife was pushed down beside him, leaning into him, sniffling but with a defiant look on her 
face. 
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“That bangle on your wrist, ma’am? Where did you get it from?” Shelley asked as she picked 
up the woman’s wrist to take a closer look. 
 
A Riot Squad member removed the handcuffs so the bangle could be slid off her wrist. Several 
others were also removed, and several rings also taken off her fingers after they were 
photographed on her person. She began to shout expletives at her husband for giving her 
presents that belonged to a dead person. I had to look away at the irony of it all. This cruel 
and twisted man being incriminated by his angry wife as she gave him heaps for being so 
unthoughtful… 
 
The entire house was given the once over with a shoulder bag identified as the same as one 
photographed several times hanging off Jennifer Saxon’s shoulder as she travelled around 
New South Wales. The bag only available from an up-market Store in London. 
 
The white van was wrapped in plastic and transported to the Glebe Forensic Vehicle 
Impoundment Yard for further examination. There was nothing of Jaeger’s found on the 
Premises, but a woman’s wallet of a quality that Missus Pravich could never afford in several 
lifetimes was also seized. 
 
Both were transported under guard to the Parramatta Holding cells. We would interview both 
either this afternoon or tomorrow. 
 
All I wanted to do after the raid was go home and climb into bed! Whatever happened to that 
enthusiastic young Dee who would get up before sun-up every morning to either go for a 
run…or a surf…rain, hail, or shine! 
 
I guess he aged ungracefully! 
 
We remained at the house for another hour or two going through the house and yard areas 
with a fine-tooth comb, bagging anything that looked half suspicious. 
 
The raid on the Club’s headquarters building at Zetland produced precious little except for 
the slumbering figure of Sam ‘Benji’ Papadopoulos bunked down on a pitiful thin foam 
mattress on the cold concrete floor of the building. He did not seem to mind his sleeping 
arrangements and had been appointed the Night Manager of the property. Twice a night he 
would walk around the perimeter of the premises checking all the locks on the doors. 
 
When asked what he would do if he found a door unlocked or opened, he did not seem to 
know! 
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After hearing that story from the Riot Squad Leader who had conducted the raid at Zetland, I 
was willing to interview the man first before Pravich or his missus. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT 
 
 
“Benji? You don’t mind me calling you Benji do you? You prefer that than your given name 
of Sam, don’t you?” Shelley asked softly, a smile on her face. That subtle flirtatious look she 
could achieve without much effort that always produced results with certain types of Crims. 
Rickie scowled at the obvious ploy. She was not in agreement with the subterfuge. She had a 
lot to learn about skinning cats! 
 
Papadopoulos smiled a silly grin shifting his gaze from her mouth to her cleavage. 
 
She slipped a photo of Jennifer Saxon across the table to him. 
 
“Do you know this woman, Benji?” 
 
He nodded his head. “Yes. She was friendly like…to buggers like me. A real nice smile and 
when she laughed, it made me laugh…” 
 
“What happened to her?” 
 
He didn’t know what she meant. He looked confused, looking up at Shelley for help. 
 
She slipped a photo of Himmel towards him. 
 
“Yes, he and the lady came back from Coffs Harbour. They hired out our small Campervan 
for ten days. I took them back to the City in the Mini-bus”. 
 
“Except you didn’t drop them off at your City Office, did you?” 
 
“No…” Said quietly like a boy who had just been caught out playing with himself. He 
squirmed in the hard chair that was bolted securely to the floor. 
 
“What happened, Benji? Where did you drop them…with all their gear?” 
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He shook his head. 
 
“We need to know, Benji!” Stated with some force. “Why were they murdered?” 
 
“Um…if I tell, Alex says I’ll be in trouble with the Police”. It was interesting that the murder 
allegation did not compute with him. 
 
“You are in trouble with us Police, Benji. Two innocent people murdered means you are in 
big trouble, Benji. You know that don’t you?” She softened her tone, looking at the man with 
a concerned look. “That is why I am asking questions of you, Benji, so you can help us and 
that way, you can help yourself”. 
 
He nodded his head, smiled to himself, lowering his head as though embarrassed by all the 
attention. 
 
“Yes…she was a nice lady, but they stole a lot of money from Max…when he was out near 
Broken Hill. They killed him too before they took all the money and some drugs Max had to 
deliver. Nearly one hundred and forty thousand dollars so Alex says…which was Alex and 
Max’s money. It wasn’t theirs but Max and Alex’s, but she took it”. 
 
“Is that why you met Alex in a back lane to bundle the two from your Minibus into Alex’s 
white van?” 
 
A good ploy. We didn’t know where or how the transfer was made. 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
“We need you to speak up, Benji. Did you stop somewhere so the young lady and her 
boyfriend could be bundled into Alex’s white van?” 
 
“Yes…Alex was going to ask for all his money back. It was his money, after all, not theirs”. 
 
He nodded his head several times, sure of the facts and the truthfulness of his statement. 
 
She slipped across another photograph of Jaeger Himmel. 
 
“Do you know this man, Benji?” 
 
“Yes. That is Jenny’s boyfriend. He killed Max and took all Alex’s money…” 
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“I thought you said that Jennifer Saxon took the money…and killed Max?” 
 
“Yeah, both of them did it…” 
 
“What did you do with the young man?” 
 
He laughed. 
 
“We tossed him over the cliff into the water…” 
 
“Whereabouts was that?” 
 
“I don’t know. Some place that Alex says all the gay guys come to jump off the cliff. That’s 
why we left his clothes under the seat so people would know what happened to him…and 
think he had committed suicide. Alex said that’s what they do…so their body will be found 
by someone…you know, early morning joggers or walkers. If their clothes aren’t left there, 
then no-one knows as the body will be eaten up by sharks”. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE 
 
 
Gerta Pravich seemed to stroll into the Interview Room as though she was shopping down the 
aisle of a Supermarket. Looking from one side to the other as though the bareness of the room 
interested her. 
 
She plopped into the chair as the Constable removed her handcuffs. She rubbed her wrists 
vigorously before going on the attack. We let her run out of steam, suggesting she was here 
as she knew of the murders of Himmel and Saxon after the fact which she vehemently denied. 
 
“Where do you think the jewellery came from? The Designer Shoulder Bag? The leather 
wallet?” 
 
That resulted in a further tirade, the crux being that her husband was the lowest of the low not 
even paying for presents he gave her! 
 
“The superior quality Canon Digital Camera? It was in your Bedroom, in the shoulder bag. 
Did Alex give you that too? You realise that it was Jennifer Saxon’s camera, don’t you? There 
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were shots of their trip all together out to Broken Hill and at least thirty shots and several 
videos of her time with Jaeger Himmel up at Coffs Harbour for the Blues Festival. You know 
that don’t you? Your fingerprints were all over it so you must have looked at the shots on the 
memory card, right?” 
 
She was slouched in the chair, looking down at her hands in her lap. She suddenly sat upright 
and grabbed a handful of tissues to ball up and hold tightly to her eyes as though this would 
stop the flow of tears. It didn’t and she sobbed painfully for some time before finding her 
voice. 
 
“I…I…they looked so together…you could tell they loved one another. He was so into her. I 
wish Alex would do something like that. Take me to a concert like that…” 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY 
 
 
You would never call Alex Pravich a good-looking man. How he managed to attract his Gerta 
was beyond me as she had a certain style about her though her voice and tongue could not be 
mistaken as belonging to a beautiful lady. 
 
Shelley slipped the photos of Jennifer Saxon and Jaeger Himmel over to him. 
 
“Do you recognise these two persons?” She asked steadily. 
 
He didn’t even glance at the large A4 colour shots. 
 
“Nah…” He replied, looking at a spot near the ceiling above Shelley’s head. 
 
“It may jog your memory if you take a closer look, Alex”. She countered. 
 
“Nah…never seen them before in me life. Nah!” His leg jigged up and down ten to the dozen. 
 
She slid across a photo of a set of leather saddlebags. 
 
“Recognise these saddle-bags?” 
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These were the ones that Max Pravich had retrieved from the Hog and carried towards the 
light of the Pommie foursome’s campfire at nine PM on that fateful night. 
 
“Nah.” 
 
“Take a closer look, Max”. 
 
He leaned closer to the tabletop and the photo of the saddlebags. 
 
“Nah…” 
 
Another couple of photos were skimmed across to him. 
 
“How about these ones?” 
 
Several shots of the missing saddlebags. A shot taken from the Highway back into the bush 
where you could make out the smudge of black lying on the red earth. A closer shot of the 
pair of bags and a shot obviously taken in the Broken Hill Police Station showing the 
emptiness of the bags. 
 
Pravich glanced at these series of shots trying hard not to show any interest. 
 
“It seems a real pity that you killed two innocent people who didn’t know anything about a 
second set of saddle-bags. Sure, your brother had one set slung over his shoulder when he 
died, but the other set? Maybe he was in shock not fully understanding that the two filled with 
money was not there. In fact, it would seem they had been catapulted off the Bike at the point 
of collision to land beside the Highway near the bridge he failed to speed over…that point 
has been determined…” 
 
“How do you know they were full of money?” 
 
“If they weren’t, then why murder two people thinking they had the money?” 
 
His eyes blinked rapidly. 
 
“DNA trace and blood that matches both deceased young persons was found in the rear of 
your white van…how do you explain that?” 
 
He squirmed in his seat. His knee jigging up and down a little faster. 
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“You musta planted some of their stuff in the back of me van…I never had them two in the 
back of me van”. 
 
“A white van was seen at the address of the abandoned Squatters and druggie lodgings at 
Arncliffe where Jennifer Saxon’s body was discovered. A white van was captured on CCTV 
with the Number Plates clearly visible in the vicinity of Marks Park near the southern 
headland of Bondi Beach early on the morning that Himmel’s body was discovered at the 
base of the cliff-line. It was your van…how do you explain that, Alex?” 
 
“It’s a pleasant view…you know, for a bit of snogging”. 
 
“Oh!? You were snogging the young Benji…” 
 
“What!? Not bloody likely…” 
 
“You were recorded by adjacent camera coverages with you in the driver’s seat and young 
Benji in the passenger seat…at three-fifty on a bitterly frigid morning in the middle of 
Winter”. 
 
“Some people like that type of thing…” 
 
“You? You have a reputation of not getting out of bed on a chilly morning in the middle of 
summer! Who helped you toss the body of Jaeger Himmel from the top of the cliff at Marks 
Park?” 
 
He concentrated on his fingers as he played an imaginary piano on the tabletop as though he 
did not have a worry in the world. 
 
“You took the Deceased’s coat off him. A very good quality coat that had a Store in Northern 
England on its tag. His shoes…very good quality Walking Boots…and socks. You left them 
under a bench seat further away from the cliff-line. Why? You did that so his body would be 
located. Pretty clever…his wallet was left within the folds of the coat…with your fingerprints 
on the outer surfaces. How do you explain that, Alex? Ditto your fingerprints on the pair of 
Boots…” 
 
He looked across at Shelley with cold, unblinking eyes. 
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Shelley nodded her head and let the moments slip by all the time staring at the man sitting 
opposite her. She eventually broke the silence. 
 
“Sam aka ‘Benji’ Papadopoulos has been charged with accessory to the homicide murder of 
Jaeger Himmel and accessory to the removal and illegal disposal of a body. You will be 
charged with the homicide murders of both Jennifer Saxon and Jaeger Himmel, the restriction 
of liberty of both and the illegal disposal of both deceased persons. Have you anything to say 
on the matter?”. 
 
He looked through her before lowering his head, shaking it several times. His knee still jigging 
at ten to the dozen. 
 
She read him his rights. Always there was a tone of satisfaction in her voice when she got to 
this point. 
 
“Bail will be opposed, and you will be incarcerated until the date of the Trial”. 
 
She gave him a tight smile as she gathered up her things and stood. A glance in my direction 
as she did so her only outward sign of that feeling of elation she felt every time we got to this 
point. I returned the smile and stood as Alex Pravich was led from the small room. I had to 
admit that Shelley’s interviewing techniques were improving with age. 
 
“Ricks? That is how you tie an arse-hole up and rip him a new arse-hole”. I gloated. 
 
She did not seem to appreciate the moment, walking quickly from the room ahead of us. There 
seemed to be no satisfaction in the tying up of the Investigation. She needed to find that 
instinct as it certainly would be the only form of personal settlement she would ever feel if 
she intended a long-term stay with the Murder Squad. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-ONE 
 
 
I slid a couple of Crime Scene photographs across to him. Colour photographs that showed 
the blood and bone in full detail. 
 
“What’s this then?” He asked quietly. “You trying to stitch me up for another one as well?” 
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I suspected he already knew. 
 
When he had been initially arrested as per protocol, his photograph taken, fingerprints 
recorded, and a DNA sample taken for posterity. Comparison studies examined to see whether 
other crimes could be attributed to him. I had been amazed that he had never been arrested 
before…I considered him as a career felon… 
 
“Your mother…” I replied just as quietly. “After you had belted the life out of her”. 
 
Alex Pravich tried to look away but couldn’t. His gaze was drawn back to the shots every 
time. He eventually settled back, leaning heavily on the back of the chair. He rubbed his nose 
vigorously as though it itched, glancing at me several times before he eventually spoke. 
 
“I guess it don’t matter. You go down for two murders…another don’t matter much, does it?” 
 
He shook his head slowly, as though the memory of that morning was the saddest in his entire 
life. 
 
“She laughed at me…” He mumbled, leaning forward once again to look closely at the 
photographs. “She said her son would not look like a common hood with tatts and face 
jewellery that looked ugly. She laughed…would you believe…she laughed at me! She 
wouldn’t believe me when I said I was her son. Do you know how that makes me feel? She 
abandoned me at birth…and she was doing the same thing over again. She left me to a family 
who abused me. My Stepfather belted into me whenever he had the chance…for no reason at 
all. He even belted into my stepmother in front of me…I pissed off when I was thirteen. I 
showed him when I went back…I fixed him. He pleaded for mercy before I cut his nuts off 
and left him to die out in the sticks…and now me real mum was rejecting me again…I showed 
how her son could take care of himself. I didn’t need people like that hanging onto my 
coattails…messing with my mind. I showed her…I hope she felt as much pain as what I did”. 
 
After we read the man his rights and charged him with the brutal murder of his biological 
mother some three and a half years ago, we sat in silence in the small Interview Room after 
Pravich had been led away back to the sub-basement cells. 
 
Shelley sighed deeply a couple of times. Wiped away a tear. 
 
“What do you want to do Joe?” 
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“Get some fresh air, rid my mind of another AO, have something to eat, a decent coffee and 
maybe this afternoon, look up the Missing Persons Register to see whether an elderly Pravich 
was ever listed as missing…maybe see whether we can chase out Missus Pravich, Alex’s 
step-mother”. 
 
“Nah…leave that for another day. We need to let Missus Lisa Childs know we have arrested 
and charged a person for the murder of her mother. I guess there maybe a little of ‘I told you 
so’ in her thanks, but what the heck, I guess you can’t blame her, huh?” 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-TWO 
 
 
“Missus Childs, I don’t suppose you would remember us. Detective Shelley Shields. My 
partner and colleague Detective Joseph Lind and Probationary Detective Frederica Stonefield. 
May we come in?” 
 
She opened the door wider and gestured for us to enter. We followed her through the house 
out to a combined Kitchen and Dining Room with an old fashion Pine table a centrepiece. 
 
“Sit…please. Can I get you a coffee? Tea? Orange Juice. I have only just squeezed it, 
actually”. 
 
We engaged in small talk waiting for the coffee and OJ to be placed in front of us. She sat 
opposite us. It was obvious that she did not hold us in high regard. She continually looked 
down her nose at us. I had my doubts she would believe we had arrested a person for her 
mother’s death so many years ago. 
 
“Okay…we can discuss the weather and this terrible drought that is gripping the land until 
the cows come home, but I doubt that is why you are here. Why are you here. It has been 
what? Three years since Mum and Dad passed. Closer to four. Almost six months since the 
Coronal Enquiry and a week does not go past that I do not write to my local State Member of 
Parliament requesting another Enquiry be conducted into their deaths. I get the opinion the 
letters were just shoved into the shredder as soon as they know it is one of mine. Don’t tell 
me that there has been pressure applied for you to re-open the Case into my mother and 
father’s deaths…mmm?” 
 
“No, Lisa. Do you mind if I call you Lisa?” 
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“I don’t care what you call me Detective, just don’t call me late for dinner”. A tight smile to 
go with her wit. She was trying her best to remain civil. 
 
I let Shelley proceed. 
 
“We have made an arrest into your mother’s death. A Mister Alex Pravich…” 
 
Shelley paused to see if the name meant anything. When the woman did not react, she 
continued. 
 
“There was DNA trace found around the Kitchen that indicated a familial connection to your 
mother. We wrongly assumed it was your estranged brother by birth and an International 
Warrant was issued for his arrest. You are aware that your brother was the victim of a ‘One 
Punch Attack’ some months ago now. Died at the scene…you were advised, weren’t you?” 
 
She nodded her head. 
 
“Yes. A Police Officer from the local Police Station knocked on my door to tell me that Peter 
had been located…and that he had been the victim of a one-punch attack that had killed 
him…I have not wasted tears on him”. 
 
There was no show of emotion as though she was talking of a person from another planet. 
There was a coldness in her words and the way she held herself. 
 
“Arrh…A DNA comparison examination of your brother excluded his presence from inside 
the house. It was not his DNA that was found”. 
 
The woman nodded her head slightly. The death of her estranged brother meant nothing to 
her, so it seemed. 
 
“Um…we arrested and charged Pravich on several counts of murder on another matter some 
weeks ago. As per procedures, his mug shot taken, fingerprints and DNA swab obtained. We 
were informed late last week that his DNA was a match with the trace found in various areas 
around the death scene in the Kitchen of your Mum and Dad’s home. The man has been 
refused bail on the other charges and we re-interviewed him concerning you mother’s death 
on Friday. He has admitted to killing your mother…his mother…” 
 
The woman was staring at the table top slowly nodding her head. 
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“Three years I’ve been voicing my complete disagreement to the original verdict that my 
father murdered my mother…who is this man?” 
 
“I guess your half-brother…” 
 
“You’re saying my mother had an affair…before she was married to Dad, and he was the 
result?” 
 
“No…the age of the man would suggest your mother had an affair whilst married to your 
father…and obviously kept the pregnancy a secret. When the baby was born, she gave it 
up…without the rest of the family knowing…he is three years older than your 
brother…Peter”. 
 
She shook her head. 
 
She would never believe her mother capable of such a thing. She looked up at Shelley, tears 
now running freely down her cheeks. 
 
“And Dad?” 
 
“I’m afraid that the evidence has not altered as him taking his own life. We believe he came 
back into the house to see your mother in such a state. He realised he could not live without 
her…and…you know…”. Shelley spread her hands as though it was the truth with nothing 
else to say. 
 
“Like a Shakespearean Melodrama…almost bloody romantic! I’m sorry, Detective, but my 
mother would never have been unfaithful to Dad, and I still believe he would never take his 
own life! Could you please leave?” 
 
Pcb 28/07/2018 
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